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BIRDS - ELABORATION OF A RESEARCH-BASED,
INTEGRATED SCIENCE LEARNING PROGRAMME

THE PROGRAMME PACKAGE

PEDAGOGICAL CONCEPT AND CURRICULUM

INTRODUCTION
Objective of this programme package to teach for 9–12 year old
students
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I. PEDAGOGICAL CONCEPT
1. Learning concept background
Constructivist learning theory
Details:












Personal learning process, developed through team work and mutual experience
Students are involved in the creation of the learning process and the follow-up.
Learning situations are real, credible and reflect the natural complexity of the world.
The complexity of the knowledge is based on searching for linking points between different
theories and the interdisciplinary education style
Focus is on problem solving, complex/critical thinking and deeper understanding.
The favoured method is encouraging students for individual learning and seeking their own
personal goals.
During the education process it is important to take into account each student’s knowledge
level, beliefs and behaviour.
Errors of a student are seen as opportunities to measure their knowledge level.
Learning environment strengthens self-check, self-control, self-analysis and metacognition.
Collaborative and cooperative learning is preferred and seen as a possible tool for students
to face with alternative perspectives.
Evaluation is credible and linked to the learning process.
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2. Teaching and learning methods
Inquiry Based Science Learning – IBSL
a)Details:










It includes the examination of the natural / material world, leads to raising questions,
inspires discovery and creates new knowledge through testing these discoveries.
The base is the student’s own interest, curiosity. It fosters the realization of a problem and
the desire to solve it.
The process starts when something raises the attention of the student, and it motivates
them to ask questions, form thoughts that differ from their previous knowledge.
The next step is to continue the examinations, ask additional questions, create hypotheses,
test these hypotheses, find explanations and construct theories, models.
Student has to find their own problem solving strategy. This does not necessarily mean
continuous progress, rather repetition of steps of going forward and backward.
As the research process continues, more and more questions come up which leads to deeper
examination of a phenomenon. This helps deeper understanding and learning.
During the research student searches for information sources (books, videos, ect…) collects
and analyses data, then presents their findings.
Discussions and reactions are essential in explaining the findings of the research, during this
process students can apply new knowledge in other relations too.
All this serves the development of new thinking methods, theories by the students.

b) Steps of the IBSL learning process:






Identification of a problem: helps identifying, simplifying and representing a problem; asking
meaningful questions in relation with it; selecting and constructing methods, tools to solve it
Examining the problem: visualization, preparing graphics, constructing hypotheses, finding
alternative approaches, identifying and setting variables, collecting data in line with the
research plan, making records of the collected data, analysing them, presenting and
evaluating the results, findings.
Elaboration of the solution: constructing hypotheses, finding argument points, testing
hypotheses, generalization and theory creation
Communicating conclusion: presenting and discussing results, evaluation of the effectiveness
of the process, finding links to other problems.
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c) Question types:
Substantive question








approaches the problem holistically
based on fundamental concepts, theories
stimulates the already obtained knowledge
raises additional questions, new research steps
encourages hypotheses
links to the everyday-experience of the students
can be re-used in other situations

Exploratory question




This is a base of further research steps
controls the research practice
refers to fundamental concepts and thus leads to more detailed conclusions and
explanations

Strategic question




refers directly to the research design
helps reaching the research goal and designing the thinking method
helps managing time and information (e.g.: What other types of questions should be
asked? How should the research design be modified?)

Filter question


Targets the reliability and efficiency of the obtained information (e.g.: What information
should be kept? Can all the collected information be used to answer the questions? Are
these information reliable?)

3. Skill development aims
a)

Scientific experimental skills

Observing:
Development conditions, features




providing environment for observation in- and outside of the institution
taking into account the different development pace of each child
avoiding teaching the ready – made conclusions

Development indicators
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recognition of differences and similarities between objects and materials



clear and detailed explanation of differences



the ability to recognize partial similarities between different objects



recognition of observation results that have link with the problem being analized



observation based on various senses / sensory organs



application of observation tools

Skills: collecting facts and data, finding differences and similarities, classification, estimation

Gathering and sharing information, communication:
Development conditions, features





The new knowledge can be used in social interactions
Students report about the observation results
Students find conclusions and can argue about them
They refer back to each other’s concepts and thus they can fix their own strategies

Development indicators


Verbal report about the research conducted, preparation of a written draft of
thoughts
 Paying attention to the reports and conclusions of others
 Preparing drawings, descriptions, models for the presentation of the results and
ideas
 Recording data and categorizing them into tables, diagrams and lists
 The independent use of handbooks, journals, internet sources for supporting the
research work
 Checking the trustfulness of sources, ability to classify
 Recording the findings and presenting them in a way that fits best for the audience
and for the type of information it holds
Skills: searching and use of sources, preparation of tables, diagrams, lists, the ability to
understand them, categorization, classification, row-creation, preparation of summary,
reporting

Explanation:
Development conditions, features





Inductive way of thinking
Creating explanation based on the observed phenomenon, the experiment results and
facts
Building new knowledge based on the knowledge already obtained and the new
experiment results
Thinking process is based on experience, knowledge goes deeper into long-term memory
5
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Development indicators







Comparing the results with the starting problem, research question
Comparing the results with the forecasts, estimations
Presenting the relations between the variables
Presenting the main features and directions of observations and measurements
Conclusion drawn from the data and results of the research
The ability to recognize the adventitious nature of the conclusions, that they can change
in case new facts emerge
Skills: data analysis, probabilistic thinking, evaluating hypothesis based on facts and data.

b) Cognitive skills

Main cognitive skills











comparison
categorization, aggregation
row-creation
classification
modelling
combinatory
proportionality
causality
probability
correlative

Higher cognitive skills








analogical
inductive
critical
creative, divergent
Problem solving
o defining the problem
o structuring
o solution
System thinking
o disaggregation, description of status
o change and process analysis
o system and environment relation analysis
o function analysis
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c) 21st century skills
Working together





Cooperation with others to reach a mutual goal
Fairness and acceptance (of the differences of values)
Discussion of tasks and problems, seeking for solutions
Convincing others, harmonizing and balancing different perspectives to achieve an
effective solution

Inventive thinkers




Forming questions, design and execution of experiments, awareness of the
consequences of actions
Information analysis and evaluation, judgement of relevance
Forming new thoughts, recognizing new opportunities

Self-critical learner





Proactivity, flexibility, the ability to accept others’ suggestions
Control over emotions, flexibility, the ability to make contact with others
The ability to value the self and others, identification of opportunities and performance
Evaluation of the learning experience to prepare for future tasks

d) Scientific literacy






The content of knowledge (facts, theories, processes and methods)
Understanding of the forms of scientific thinking and methods, the ability to apply them
Recognition of the characteristics, value and limits of science
Context of the application of the knowledge (everyday and new situations, social, historic
and global context)
Interest in and positive attitude towards science

4. Assessment methods:
a) Formative assessment
It is important to apply formative and diagnostic assessment next to the summative one when
evaluating students.
In project-based learning process, as the goal can be reached in various ways, it is necessary to apply
such helping assessment continuously. This is made possible through free forms of work.
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Features







Students are active participants in the process. Class communication consists of open-end
and personalized questions.
Students know the purpose of their task, they are aware of the quality aspects of their work.
Feedback to students is essential – it directs them towards a better performance, and it
avoids the comparison to others.
Self-assessment, students are involved in the tasks that are neccessary for their growth.
Communication between teachers and students support the reflection from students
Based on the collected information teachers can modify the learning process so that
everybody can be involved.

Methods






Fostering dialogues in the classroom
Asking questions (open-end, close-end, directed to subjects or persons)
Feedback to students (written, opinion, rubric)
Use of the feedbacks of students in the teaching method
Motivating students to participate in the assessment process of their work

b)

Defining skill development levels and its indicators

Assessment is based on the data collected through teamwork observation. This can be
focused on some students (primarily with learning disabilities).

“Rubric” – 4 level skill development evaluation table
for example:
Students’ achievement
Assessed skills
communication,
collaboration

c)

Emerging

Developing

Written
communication is
weak, insufficient
or missing. Oral
communication is
more continuous,
but not efficient.

Written
communication is
continuous but still
insufficient.
Student pursue to
communicate their
own opinion, but is
unsure. Oral
communication is
better, and mostly
goal-oriented.

Consolidating
Written
communication is
continuous, opinion
is confident. Oral
communication is
continuous and
goal-oriented, but
argument is not
every time efficient.
Can listen to others,
sometimes reflects
on them too.

Extending
Written
communication is
continuous,
opinion is
confident. Oral
communication is
continuous and
goal-oriented,
argument is
efficient. Can
listen, reflect to
others, flexible,
can accept
different opinion.

Evidence based assessment
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II. Curriculum
Project plan
Target group
Class size
Working method
Project duration

9-12 year old student
approx. 24 students
6x4 team member’s
24 learning hours

Topic
Science

Birds:

anatomy
living (nutrition, growth)
habitat types
variety of species
environmental importance
level of thread
protection possibilities
observation methods

Technology

Birds:

the bionics of the flight
the use and the bionics of the feather
technologies aimed to protect them

Arts

Birds:

representation in literature
in different arts, music …
as symbols

Key concepts and ideas








adaptation
biodiversity
ecological balance
sustainability
biotop
ontogeny
evolution
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Collection of tasks
Ideas, suggestions

CLASSROOM TASKS
I. Build, shape analysis
WHAT MAKES A BIRD?
Common features of the build of birds
FEATHER FEATURES
Structural analysis and types of the feather
http://www.earthlife.net/birds/feathers.html
Elements, forms of plumage of birds
Varieties of feathers (male/hen, feather in the mating season, juvenilis/adult, seasonal
change)
Birds with coloured feathers (roller, kingfisher, bee-eater, duck)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDBtDh9Y2as

BEAKS and BIRDS
http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/photo-ark/pictures/flight-birdspictures/#/whooping-crane-1436303_92834_600x450.jpg
Comparison of types of beaks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFZ8NMBDCJw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzHQ5-lYvrk
Ways of nutrition

GROUPS of BIRDS
Diversity of birds, identification of groups
http://www.pbase.com/nihi1/birds&page=all
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II. Way of life, motion analysis
HABITATS and INHABITANTS
Youtube videos: Birds in their natural habitat
Birds of water, shores
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MrLA6xTEZXQ&index=112&list=PLwm0D1jWFC0CpIVxUbZMwl
nFFsTVeVvjU
Birds of forests, fields
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbDZ_kjTPOU&index=116&list=PLwm0D1jWFC0CpIVxUbZMwln
FFsTVeVvjU
Birds in urban environment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6U3alFZzfw&list=PLwm0D1jWFC0CpIVxUbZMwlnFFsTVeVvjU
&index=1
FLYING like a BIRD
Relationship between the build of birds and flying abilities
Comparison, modelling of forms of wings
Way of flight of birds (eagle, falcon, heron …)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6s7EfYpKy0o

BUILD a NEST
Comparison of types of nests
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lneBlxZn6sg
Life-cycles of birds, laying eggs and their incubation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JCSNvoQl20
Offspring care behaviour
BIRD VOICES
Listening to bird voices and their comparison
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rL4Z9d9oObY
Looking for and creating imitative words
http://termeszetbaratikor.network.hu/blog/termeszet-barati-kor-blogja/a-tisza-tomadarvilaga
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III. Watching birds, ornithological research
WATCHING BIRDS
Aspects and rules of observation in the field
Tools, methods

RINGS of BIRDS
http://www.mme.hu/madargyuruzes_es_madarvonulas-kutatas
Aims and methods of ornithological researches
Method of bird ringing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhwBDjfWr_M

WORLD of BIRDS – BIRDS of WORLDS
MAP: map, place of spread , migration path …
CALENDAR: calendar, arrival and departure of migratory birds

MIGRATION of BIRDS
Winged migration (Sony Pictiures): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hu6A7-VWHXg
Observation of migration of birds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhwBDjfWr_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kLQ3a6ircU

IV. Protection of birds
BIRDS in DANGER
Endangering birds and possibilities of protection
http://www.birdlife.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuNnRQNlbfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FgTOe3bxY8
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HELP to SURVIVE
http://www.mme.hu/teli_madaretetes
Necessity of bird protection in winter
Dens of birds, types of feeders and their production
Birdseeds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jH0425VzERs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVVaezbrR9w

V. Artistic, creative tasks
BIRD FABLES
Birds in fables, popular characters of animal fables
Hungarian folk tales: The pelican
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8YvV36Y2yvY&list=PLxabnVY97eqoV8gW4Mlb9p4nAyl2Hctkx&i
ndex=60
Characters of birds in fables
NAMES of BIRDS
Collecting interesting names of birds in mother tongue (e.g. gödény for pelican)
„Give a name.” changing names of birds in a playful way

BIRDS in DESIGN
Bird motifs in fine arts
Bird motifs in decorative folk art
Folkweaves:
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/Wv6LFCZuZns/UvDwqhg_RAI/AAAAAAAATBQ/v3Frezas8N4/s1600/D%C3%A9lAlf%C3%B6ldi+sz%C5%B1rh%C3%ADmz%C3%A9s.jpg
http://vilagbiztonsag.hu/keptar/albums/userpics/11255/orig_400_dsc-9376-resize.jpg
BIRDS on PHOTOS
Interesting, excellent photos of birds
Bence Máté’s photos of birds: http://www.matebence.hu/
NatGeo: http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/birds/
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BIRDS from PAPER
Making shapes and/or heads of birds with collage technique
Youtube videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7JnUj24-Cs
Making origami birds
Youtube videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ys9t5IgmkII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqbZnbQgfu0

VI. Roleplays, playful tasks
ASK the BIRDS
https://biomimicry.org/education/?gclid=CjwKEAjwmdu5BRCg1O3atDY0AQSJACKPgRKHxlgby7YPuHXubSdToiZnmGwxp-nz3iuGiVBmA4VUBoCJ-Hw_wcB#.VzdRefmLTDd

In partners, students imagine that they are a bird that they find interesting. Pretend that you (the
teacher) are the host of a new TV talk show called “Ask the Birds,” and invite each pair to appear on
the show, which will “air” in three days. Tell them that they will be interviewed in front of the class,
and assist them in researching their life form in order to prepare for their TV appearance.
(On the day of the interview, set chairs next to the teacher’s desk, and introduce each featured
species with fun and fanfare. For instance, you could have the interviewees wait outside the door, and
then have them enter the “studio” as you play a little bit of the song while the “studio audience”
claps.)
Then you ask each pair of students questions such as:
• Where do you live?
• What do you eat?
• What kind of sounds do you make?
• What are some of your special skills?
• Do you know of a problem that we humans are having that you might help us to solve? How?
• What other things can humans learn from you? Do you do something really well that we humans
aren’t as good at?
After you have modeled this inquiry for them, take the “microphone” into the “audience,” and let
the students ask questions too. Encourage them to imagine questions that are relevant to their own
lives which this species might know about.
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BIRD WATCHING IN NATURE
Tasks in the field

Task type
Pedagogical background

Topic

Key concepts
Development aims

Learning environment

Duration

Structured / semi-structured
non-IBL, IBL
Within the project studies in the field are the best opportunities for
research-based learning. For this reason the students must have a
background knowledge to organise and do the tasks on their own or
in teamwork with the help of a suitable support (scaffolding). The
preparatory tasks can be done in the previous lessons and in the field.
The tasks are semi-structured so the teachers have the power to
make an agreement with the group and to plan the tasks taking into
account the local specificities.
Combination and changes of biological communities.
Relationship between creatures and their environment.
Behaviour of creatures.
Observation with tools.
Number of individuals, colony, monitoring, ringing birds, capture birds
Scientific examination skills: observation, recording and sharing
information and data, interpretation. Planning scientific analysis.
Reflective skills: comparison, classification
21st century skills: argument, cooperation
Scientific skills: taking diversity of birds into consideration as a value.
Learning environment out of school
Fieldwork in groups, with a leading professional
Recommended group size: 6-8 people
Changeable, 2-4 hours/ occasion on average
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I. Warming up
Watch these videos below:
Birdwatching in Őrség National Park:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iszdwp8WtcE
European birdwatching day, 2012. Siófok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3kAnhkwIng

Answer the questions below in team, class:
1. Who organised and why were these bird observations organised?
2. Who could take part in the programme?
3. Do you find the birdwatching programme important? If yes, why?

II. Observing tools
The most important is a pair of good binoculars, a stereoscopic binocular can be watched by
both eyes. For further distance a more powerful but it can be viewed with one eye "spotting scope"
is recommended. One feature of the binoculars is the diameter of the front lens (objective), it
determines the picture in details.
Another feature is the zooming which can be increased proportionately with the diameter of
the objective. In case of higher zooming the binoculars holding in your hand can be trembling that’s
why the statives are fixed on a tripod. The binoculars are sold in different prices, starters can make
interesting observations using cheap ones.

During the birdwatching observations the binoculars are supplied by the organizers and they are used
sharing with the others.

Binoculars:
Shop: http://tavcso.hu/?o=termek&id=1537
http://tavcso.hu/?o=termek&id=276

Spektives:
Makszutov:
http://www.tavcso-mikroszkop.hu/termekek/binokular
http://www.tavcso-mikroszkop.hu/termekek/spektiv
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Photo equipment:
Nowadays everybody has a mobile phone which is used for taking photos.
We can take a very detailed picture using these equipments but they are not
suitable to take a photo of a fast moving bird covering a big distance. Some
cameras can be fitted with telephoto lens which get a "closer look" to record
the desired topic. Zooming depends on the focal distance, with a 200mm
telephoto lens you take a nice bird shots.
For birdwatching in the field these equipents are supplied by the organizers.

compact cameras MILC:
http://www.edigital.hu/Foto-Video-Optika/Fenykepezogep/Cserelheto-objektives-kompakt-(MILC)fenykepezogep-c2428.html
mirrorreflexes cameras:
http://www.edigital.hu/foto-video-optika/fenykepezogep/canon-dslr-c28731.html

http://www.edigital.hu/foto-video-optika/fenykepezogep/nikon-dslr/fenykepezogepc29441.html
Tele objectives:
http://www.edigital.hu/Foto-Video-Optika/Objektiv-es-kiegeszitok/Objektiv/Nikonbajonettel/Zoom-objektiv/Telezoom-objektiv-c717.html
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III. Bird watching
You can take a photo of birds in many different ways but it
requires caution and patience. It is easier if the bird is closer to us
or if we keep the bird which was capture by a net. At this time a
mobile phone is suitable.
source of picture: http://tothkornel.hu/ember-es-termeszet

For more careful and difficult to reach birds you need telephoto cameras. It is advisable to fix them
on a tripod so sharper images can be obtained.
source of picture:
http://rockerek.hu/kepek/tagok/d/da/darkprince/0023395.018.jpg

If you want to be more certain, use some kind of covering-up. It can be
camouflage clothing or you can build a covered lurking-place for yourself if
you are professional.

source of pictures:

http://www.mme.hu/fotozzunk_-_otletek
http://magyarnarancs.hu/kismagyarorszag/madar-detektivtukorben-82017

Useful tips:
http://www.mme.hu/fotozzunk_-_otletek
The amateur:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoyIoqOLpBc
The professional:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzlHs2OfL2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4BT4kBCT7w
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Technical tips for taking pictures:
The camera of the mobile phone is as „smart” as the mobile phone itself. You can’t make a
phone call using the compact camera but the camera will do the most important settings
instead of you. In more severe cameras used for taking photos of birds various settings can
be selected. So the aperture determines the depth of focus, the distance between layers of
sharp near and far field images. The shutter speed helps to record fast movements. The third
point is the light sensitivity which is provided on ISO value. In semi-darkness you have to
increase its value. The ability to use these kinds of cameras needs a lot of experience so you
should start learning it as soon as possible! 
Let’s take some glimpse to the secrets of the technique:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4BT4kBCT7w

IV. Bird sounds
Birds are very noisy animals. Almost every bird can
make utterance though not all of them are songbirds.
The bird sound is typical of a bird species and you can
infer to the individual's behaviour from it. They protect
their territory, when they search their pair or make a
warning their sounds can be heard in the forest or in
the park.
source of picture: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/555631672748369478/

During birdwatching observations listen to the bird sounds carefully!

Sometimes you can hear a choir of birds but if you are lucky, you can catch the special sound of one
species. In the case of a group of birds discordance can be occurred but it contains homogenous, well
recognizable sounds.
The observed bird sounds can be compared to the collections of audio samples so we can identify
the species of the bird.
Collection of bird sounds:
It can be searched by names of species:
http://www.kosztik.hu/content/mad%C3%A1rhangok-gy%C3%BCjtem%C3%A9nye
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Illustrated sound storage:
Hungarian:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDP-DIPqBf8
British & European:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1SyluTQfHk

Recording bird sounds
We can record bird sounds and look for the name of the species later. Recording the sounds – similar
to photos – can be done in different quality.

The simplest way is to use mobile phones:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZuZVc-saqI

If you become more skilful, you can create a „professional” bird sound recording machine from a
simple machine:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYLMpHSWo2M
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V. Bird ringing
During birdwatching observations in the field the birds are often captured. It can be done by
different nets, e.g. long-stretchable curtain net, smaller square shaped net can be used for this
purpose. The captured birds are measured in different ways, e.g. their weight, their body length are
recorded. Right sized, easy marking rings are placed to the bird's leg so at the next capture you can
follow where the bird has moved or how it has developed since then. These dates are important for
bird observations (ornithology).
http://www.mme.hu/madargyuruzes_es_madarvonulas-kutatas
„Ringing birds is a method of research which is based on
marking the individuals.
Observing birds marked with numbered rings tells us a lot about
their lives, their movements and migration.
With the help of ringing we get to know where the birds
migrate, their route, their resting and eating
places, where they spend winters, all in all
global network of bird migration all over our

Earth.”

Curtain net installed into coastal thatched edge (source of picture):
http://archiv.magyarszo.com/arhiva/2005/08/11/main.php?l=b6.htm)

Ringing of a raptorial bird in winter (hawk caught in a square
net):
source of picture:
http://archiv.magyarszo.com/arhiva/040121/kozelkep.htm

Bird ringing in the practice:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNYm4OP0RMk
22
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lh4jYDHvEew

VI. Bird monitoring
Bird monitoring programmes in Hungary:
http://www.mme.hu/madarmonitoring
1. Monitoring Everyday Birds (MMM):
http://www.mme.hu/mindennapi-madaraink-monitoringja-mmm
„Before counting birds you will need to spend one day to do a survey of habiatat-maping. At this time
you have to select the 15 monitoring points, mark them or „connect” them to well-recognizable
objects (e.g. in the forest we mark the tree with a sign etc.)”
„In each monitoring point you have 5 minutes to record the species and the number of the birds
which you have heard or seen within 100 metres area. ”
2. Monitoring rare and nesting birds in colonies (RTM):
http://www.mme.hu/ritka-es-telepesen-feszkelo-madarak-monitoringja-rtm
„each day in the field we record the data of the species and their exact place on a separate map
sketch then at the end of the breeding season we summarize them.”
„For all species we have to determine the period when the survey is the best done, when the
breeding activity (singing, bridal, territorial behaviour) is the most intensive.”
3. Migrating Water Bird Monitoring programme (VVM)
http://www.mme.hu/vonulo-vizimadar-monitoring-program-vvm
„Counting some kinds of birds is impossible during the day. Such as geese and seagulls because
during the day they are often scattered within a radius of 10 km of several feeding areas. These birds
spend the night together, usually far from their feeding territory. It is the best to count them in their
night place.”
„Birds in small groups or alone are counted one by one while big groups are counted by estimation.
Latter group – depending on their size – is divided into smaller groups (fives, tens, hundreds etc.) This
is compared to the size of the entire team from which the total amount is estimated. „

Pan-European Common Bird Monitoring
http://www.ebcc.info/pecbm.html
PECBMS aims are to:




collect data on European common bird species from national monitoring schemes and
calculate European common bird indices and indicators
make European common bird indices and indicators available to the policy makers and
promote then to public too
in cooperation with scientists, explore the forces driving changes in populations of common
birds in Europe
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assist to national monitoring scheme coordinators with various tasks related to monitoring
methods or data calculation
create and keep active network of national monitoring scheme coordinators and other
experts on monitoring cooperating with the PECBMS project

VII. Field Diary
We keep a field diary during the observations of birds.
It is easier if it contains charts to be filled.
It can vary depending the place and the purpose of the observation.

1. Monitoring list of individuals (expandable table):
Num- Name of species
ber

Gender
(Class)

male / female

Place of
Observation

Type of habitat
(forest, meadow,
waterfront…)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2. Observing bird groups (colonies, swarms):
Estimating the number of bird groups:
Num
ber

count 10 birds
Go on counting in groups of ten
in case of 50 or 100 birds you can count the group
Place

Time

Type of habitat

Observed bird species
(Types)

Individual
number
(Estimated)

1

2
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observer's name:

Bird Registry Sheet
Fill in the following pages based on the observations made in the field:

Name of species:
A

Time:

B

Location:

C

Type of habitat:

D

Bird’s aliment:
(What does it usually
eat?)
Observed activity:
(What is it doing?)

E

F

External features:
(Feather, beak, foot)

G

Drawings:
(shape or detail)

Gender:

Male /Female
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Observer’s name:

VIII. Summary list of bird species
List of birds observed during the programme, or typical, common species



Partners can edit during the project
It contains the most important types of built and lifestyle

Species
Family
Parlagi sas
Vágómadárfélék
Aquila heliaca
Accipitridae
Egerészölyv
Vágómadárfélék
Buteo buteo
Accipitridae

English name
Eastern
imperial eagle
Common buzzard

Fehér gólya
Ciconia ciconia
Szürke gém
Ardea cinerea
Tőkés réce
Anas platyrhynchos
Nyári lúd
Anser anser
Daru
Grus grus
Fekete rigó
Turdus merula
Széncinege
Parus major

Gólyafélék

White stork

Kuvik

Bagolyfélék

Habitat

Country
HU

fields, meadows,
wet areas,
forests

HU …

HU …

Ciconiidae
Gémfélék

Grey heron
Ardeidae

Récefélék

Mallard
Anatidae (Wild duck)
Récefélék
Greylag goose
Anatidae
Darufélék
Crane
Gruiformes
Rigófélék
Common blackbird
Turdidae
Cinegefélék
Great tit
Paridae

lakes, marshes,
moors

Barrow's goldeneye

GER …
GER …
RO …
RO …

Little owl

Athene noctua
Strigidae
Flamingó
Flamingó - félék
Flamingo
Phoenicopteriformes.
Flamingo
Fecske
Fecskefélék
Swallow
Hirundinidae
Hirundo
Izlandi kerceréce
Récefélék
Bucephala islandica

HU …

PL …
wet areas, river
deltas

SP …
SP ..

IC …

Anatidae
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Izlandi alka
Alkafélék
Razorbill
Alca torda islandica
Alcidae
Sirályhojsza
Vészmadár alkatúak
Fulmar
Fulmarus glacialis
Procellariidae
Sirályok
Larus ridibundus
Északi búvár
Búvárok
Gavia stellata

IC …
IC …

Black-headed gull

IC …

Red-throated diver

IC …

Laridae
Gaviidae

IX. Birds Atlas
During the fieldwork the expert can also help to identify the bird species.
If you would like to do this alone, you will need some kinds of bird’s atlas.
Nowadays the easiest way is to download an application.
More severe determining books can be sold which contain most of the bird species.
Some tips:
Bird identifier:
Merlin ID: 400 North American birds, for free)
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/merlin-bird-id-by-cornell/id773457673?mt=8
Collins (European, for fee):
http://collinsbirdguideapp.com/
Bird atlas (Hungarian):
http://www.mme.hu/madarhatarozo-mobiltelefonos-alkalmazas
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=hu.hps.madarhatarozo_app
Field guides:
1) Kevin T. Karlson, Dale Rosselet: Peterson Reference Guides: Birding by Impression: A Different
Approach to Knowing and Identifying Birds; Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2015

2) Guy Mountfort, P.A.D. Hollum, Roger Tory Peterson: A Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and
Europe

3) K. Mullarney, L. Svensson, D. Zetterström, P. J. Grant: Madárhatározó; Park kiadó, 2015

4) Killian Mullarney, Dan Zetterstrom, Peter J. Grant Lars Svensson: Collins Bird Guide
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BIRDS - ELABORATION OF A RESEARCH-BASED, INTEGRATED SCIENCE LEARNING
PROGRAMME

CURRICULUM, TEACHER’S TOOLS AND ASSASSEMENT

PROJECT PLAN FRAMEWORK
for 24 lesson
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hours

I. Preparatory phase

1-3

Goals

Content

Motivation

Content of the class

skills to be
developed, literacy
elements

Questions, problems, key
concepts, theories

Memory, ability to
find relations

already obtained knowledge
and

Inspiring the
interest of students
in the material

attitude measurement

Student activity Working
methods, research methods,
division of labour

Support by the teacher

Evaluation, assessment

Conditions

Helping questions, facilitation of
teamwork

Assessment areas,
development indicators,
assessment methods

Learning
environment,
supporting materials,
human resource

watching pictures, films

Helping questions

Opinions, story-telling

Why are birds interesting?

When evoking the
already obtained
knowledge,

in pairs, team and class-level

Why are birds important for us?

Short, interesting
film parts of birds
(projected or on
tablet)

How many types of birds do you
know?

Tuning
Opinions and
communication

Literacy and
communication
reading
comprehensive
reading
Interpretation of
the relation

evoking the knowledge
already obtained

Artistically tasks
Broadening and deepening
the general meaning of
„bird” – connecting the
artistic and scientific
perspectives

How can we recognize a bird?

Searching for, listening to and
reading of fairy and folktales
about birds
Short discussion about the tale

Searching for artistic design
elements that represent birds,

we value the
participation and the
activity of the student
not the content of the
knowledge

How can we protect birds?

individual and team –
verbal feedback

Helping questions

Positive evaluation of
reading and
presentation skills

What do the birds in the tales
symbolize?
What kind of characters do the
birds represent in the tales?

Starting
questionnaire,
individually
Task sheet:
WHAT MAKES A
BIRD?
Task:
Birds in fairy tales
Task:

Evaluation of creative
materials

Birds in Art
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between art and
the representation
of nature
Positive attitudes
towards learning

Discussing the goals of the
project

cooperation skills

Discussing the outcome of
the project

division of labour
digital skills
collaborative work

Discussing the working
process, tasks, assessment
areas and methods on a
class-level
Forming teams
Demonstrating the
collaborative taskmonitoring, practice

drawing and preparation of such
elements

What types of birds are the most
represented in pictures?

Individual, verbal
feedback

Students construct research
questions related to the starting
tasks

Cooperative learning techniques
(window method, interview)

Computer or
projector

Helping questions

Behaviour during the
formation of teams can
be assessed, but the
point is to encourage shy
students.

What would you like to know about
birds?

Acceptance of each
other.

bigger drawing
sheets, coloured
pens

Students add more questions to
the research questions
They try to prepare a concept
map and demonstrate the key
concepts and focus points of the
topic

What questions do you think are
the most important about birds?
What would you observe on a bird
that is nearby?

laptop or tablet
3-4 persons / team

simple software’s
supporting
collaborative work
(e.g. google
classroom)

Planning of the division of
labour within the team
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II. Implementing phase
4-5

6-7

Observation,
information
processing,
systematic analysis,
disaggregation,
inductive thinking,
creative thinking,
arguing,
cooperation

Deeper interpretation of the
word „bird”
Analysis of the anatomy of
birds

Criteria identification of the
concept: bird

Identification of wildlife
classes, groups, countries

Foundation of the ability to
observe the morphology of bird
by observing the animal
holistically.

How various are birds?

System approach

Examination of the
anatomical differences

Helping the student’s individual
observation ability, giving support
throughout the process

Cooperation in teams

Task analysis, helping
each other

Summary of the groupcharacteristics of birds

Observation

(disaggregation,
function analysis)

Analysis of the morphology and
physiological characteristics of
birds

Planning the task sheet of the
student, flexible setting of working
method and timing

Teamwork observation, facilitation
with helping questions if necessary

Examination of the feather of
birds
Feather system, function, types
Identification of feather patterns,
main characteristics
Analysis of the feather with
microscope

Inspiring students to ask
interpretative questions and
answering these questions

Task sheet
WHAT MAKES A
BIRD?
II-V. tasks

Information sharing

workplace effectiveness
(primarily on a teamlevel)

Task sheet:
FEATHER OF THE
BIRDS

Skills in using the
observation tools

I-III. tasks

Support the use of tools
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8-9

1011

Comparison,
classification,
analogical thinking,
causal thinking,
functional analysis,
analysis of the
relation between
system and
environment

What and how do birds eat?

Observation,
processing and
understanding
information.

What kind of groups do
birds have? How can we
identify them?

Aggregation,
classification,
inductive thinking,
system approach.
Arguing,
cooperation

Analysis of beak types,
examination of the organ
system and operation

Comparing the different beak
types, linking them to birds based
on pictures, videos and the
knowledge already obtained.

Task sheet:
BEAK TYPES OF BIRDS
I-II. task

Recognition of the importance of
the beak type when identifying a
bird

Identifying and
differentiation between bird
groups, classification

Aggregation and classification
within a group

Differentiation between laic
group formation and scientific
classification

Recognition of main classcharacteristics
Recognition of the main group
names and characteristics

Motivating individual learning and
creativity of the student
Giving basic information about the
method of scientific classification

Creativity, ability for
cooperation, evaluation
of critical thinking
Rubric method can be
applied here

Task sheet:
GROUPS OF BIRDS
I-II. task

Helping questions:
What kind of similarities and
differences can you identify on the
pictures of birds?
What types of birds do you know?
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1112

Comparison,
classification,
system approach
(analysis of the
relation between
system and
environment)

Diversity of wildlife
communities, the
importance of
preserving habitat,
the appreciation of
the values of the
nature
1314

Observation,
information and
data recording,
sharing,
interpretation
Planning scientific
examinations

Where and how do birds
live?
Analysis of habitat and the
way of life
How does the habitat affect
the anatomy and lifestyle of
birds?
Examining the evidence of
adaptation

Recognizing why the habitat
matters

Helping questions:

Identification of habitat types

Finding the connection between
the habitat and the anatomy,
lifestyle and behaviour of birds

Collecting and sharing
information

Task sheet:

Where, in what environment did
you observe birds before?

Assessment of thinking
skills

I-III. task

What indicators describe a
particular habitat-type?

Rubric method can be
applied here

Why is it important to analyse the
habitat of birds?

HABITATS AND
INHABITANTS

Observing teamwork, helping with
questions if necessary

How should we observe
birds?
Learning the tools and
methods of field work

Data recording methods and
tools

Recognizing the importance and
the goal of bird observation

Helping questions:

Getting to know the tools and
methods of the bird-observing
field work

How can we make our observations
more accurate with simple tools
and methods?

Getting to know ornithology as a
hobby, activity

What should we know before we
observe birds in the nature?

What and how do professional
ornithologists examine in the
nature?

Collecting and sharing
information

Task sheet:

Assessment of thinking
skills

I-VI. task

OBSERVATION BIRDS
IN NATURE

Rubric method can be
applied here

Who can be an ornithologist?
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Observation,
information and
data recording,
sharing,
interpretation.
Planning scientific
examinations
Comparison,
classification,
arguing,
cooperation.

Observing birds on the field

Getting to know tasks based on
individual research.
The composition and change
of wildlife habitats.
The relation between
creatures and their
environment
Behaviour of creatures

Data collection,
analysis,
interpretation,
comparison, system
approach (relation
between system and
environment)
The unity of
biosphere, relation of
human and nature,
bird protection, time
and space approach

Processing of the
observation experiences
Threatened habitats and
birds
Life and adaptation of birds
to the environmental
changes
Seasonal cycles in the
wildlife

Planning and organizing field work,
invitation of expert
Selecting observation locations

Observation skill

Compliance

Observation with tools.

Task sheet:
OBSERVATION BIRDS
IN NATURE
Fieldwork notes

Guided bird-observations
Filling of fieldwork notes and task
papers
Foundation of fieldwork skills and
knowledge, practice
Getting to know observation
opportunities at home

Valuing the
diversity of birds.

20

Learning out of school.

Locations and habitat types:

Cooperation in team

Birds near school and home
Birds in the meadow
Birds near water

skill of managing
information and data

Taking pictures of birds,
recording bird sound, bird
drawing

Discussing the expected results of
fieldwork and timing with deadlines

Verbal assessment of the
submitted portfolio of
each student

Analysing the reasons behind the
seasonal migration of birds

Helping questions:

Data processing

Migration routes of birds

Do all birds migrate?

Learning about the possibilities
and importance of on-line bird
migration tracking tool

How do birds that stay survive the
cold weather?

Where do birds move during
wintertime?

What kind of dangers threaten the
migrating birds?

Attitudes towards
environment protection

Expert lead
(from a National Park
or NGO ornithologist)

Observation tools are
distributed
preferably in smaller
groups
Task sheet:
MIGRATION OF
BIRDS
I-II-IV, or I-III-IV tasks

Verbal feedback by the
team
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III. Presenting, evaluating, assessment phase
21

Digital skills and
creativity
Using of ICT tools

Discussion of presentation points
What could we observe
during the fieldwork?

Processing the collected data,
pictures and films

How can we share the
information obtained with
others?

2223

Presentation skills

Aesthetic
consciousness and
the ability to create

24

Self-critical thinking
Self-regulated
learning

Sharing the observations
and collected data

Implementation of the
knowledge obtained

Notification for teamwork review,
with care to missing or weak points,
if necessary

Cooperation

Team presentations
Presentation of fieldwork notes,
species-describing sheets,
protection of the portfolio
Motion picture projection
photo and poster exhibition
(pictures of birds and bird
protection posters)

Assessment of self and
peers

Preparation of written
assessment

Individual feedback of skill
development

Verbal assessment (teacher and
student)

Collection of the submitted works,
calling for supplement if anything is
missing

Drawing tools, paint,
paper

Verbal expression skill

Accuracy, effectiveness
Support in choosing and using
presentation types, tools

Publication of portfolio assessment

Digital workstation,
laptop, tablet, at
least one per group

Taking on tasks and the
sense of responsibility

Encouraging teams to submit the
best, highest quality work they can
achieve

expression of attitudes
towards nature

Team evaluation

Creativity,

exhibition assisting
tools
suitable exhibition
space

Ability to apply the
obtained knowledge in
practice (knowledgetransfer)
Verbal assessment of the
team and the project
Publication of
commendation and
results

Self- and team
assessment sheets
Project feedback
questionnaire
Measuring
questionnaire of the
programme
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BIRDS - ELABORATION OF A RESEARCH-BASED, INTEGRATED SCIENCE LEARNING
PROGRAMME

Implementation of the Project plan

PROJECT VERSIONS OF THE SIX COUNTRYES
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GERMANY – ALEXANDERSCHULE, VECHTA

1st
lesson

Goals

Content

Student activity

Support by the teacher

Motivation skills to be
developed, literacy elements

Content of class
Questions, problems,
key concepts,
theories

Methods, research
methods, division of
labour

Helping questions,
facilitation of teamwork

The student’s interest is
supposed to be triggered by
photo material
 With the help of
respective material, the
students are supposed
to recognize the
existence of different
bird species.
 Students are supposed
to make classifications
by working out
similarities in terms of
different species.
 Students are supposed
to exchange their
knowledge about birds
by filling in clusters on
exercise sheets.
 Students are sensitized
for the differences
concerning the species

Photo material
serves as silent
impulse for a
brainstorming
exercise.

Students form a chair
circle, examine the photo
material and form
superordinate terms:
 Water birds
 Migrating birds
 Singing birds
 Predator birds
 …

Teacher gives impulses:
 What do some
birds have in
common?
 Where do they
spend the
summer or
winter?
 What do they
eat?
 Where do they
build their
nests?
 …

The student’s
existing knowledge is
structured by filling
in the clusters of an
exercise sheet.

Presentation of
results

Students (4-5 students
per group) match
themselves to a
superordinate term and
fill in in the clusters (see
exercise sheet)

Evaluation,
assessment
Assessment areas,
development
indicators,
assessment
methods
By presenting the
clusters, the
students realize
that they already
have a broad
knowledge about
birds.

Conditions
Learning
environment,
supporting
materials, human
resource

Photo material:
Books taken from
the school library,
brought books
from the students,
Pictures from the
Internet.
Annex 1

Clusters are presented
and assembled to a
collage.
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by working in groups
and presenting the
results of their mind
map.
Students are supposed to
understand oneself which
knowledge they gained within
the lesson by self-evaluation.

2nd-3rd
lesson

Self-evaluation


Ability to
work in a
team



Increase of
knowledge

Students register their
self-evaluation in a target.

Students are supposed
to get to know literary
forms in which the
crane plays a role:
- myth
- fable
- legend


Students are
supposed to get
to know the
depiction of the
crane in a
literary field by
choosing a book
(myth, fable,
legend) and

Evaluation of the
ability to work in a
team is made sure
by the “target
method” (see
annex). Hereby,
each student gets
a feedback.

panel with a target
(bullet)

Annex 2

books:
1.

Students come to
know that the crane
plays a major role in
myths of many
countries:
o Crane's Return
of a
Favor(Japanese
myth)

Students assign
Teacher gives
themselves to a
advice, if
group: fables,
necessary:
myths, legends.
In the group
 Which role
work phase, they
does the
read a
crane play
respective text
within the
about a crane
fable?
and they work

Gabriela
Bracklo: Dank
des Kranichs,
Japanisches
Volksmärchen,
2009

2. Judith Loske:
Sadakos
Kraniche,
2011
3. Valentina
Corradini:
Die Kraniche
des Ibikus
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working on its
content.
Students are
supposed to
work on the
context of
chosen text by
presenting their
poster and a
title image.
Students are
supposed to
fold a crane out
of a sheet of
paper with the
help of a
template from
the Internet.
Students are
supposed to
constitute the
flight of the
crane
artistically and
each group
depicts the
image of a
crane when
flying.

o

o

The Cranes of
Ibycus
(Friedrich
Schiller),
Sadako’s
Cranes
(Japanese
legend)

with the text by
presenting text
passages,
summaries and
the role of
particular
protagonists on
a poster.

action based approach: Hereby, they
working on a topic with focus on aritistic
all senses.
ways of
depiction: font,
The students know
images,
already how to
eyecatcher, …
structure and design a
poster presentation.







(myth
legend).
In which
era was
the literary
text
written?
In which
country
does the
action take
place?
What does
the author
want to
express
with the
fable
(myth,
legend)?

The results of the group
work are presented in an
exhibition.
The posters of the
particular groups are
presented, the folded
origami-cranes are
exhibited and the
paintings are collected in
a collage. With the help
of the method “going to
the museum” the results
are explained and
evaluatet by the students
see:

Annex 3
poster carton,
www.origamikunst.de

www.bpb.de/lernen/grafstat/148881/
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II. Implementing phase
Goals
4th– 5th
lesson

Content

Students are supposed to get
to know the crane as a
migrating bird by gathering
detailed information (Internet,
books, films, observations)
 Students learn that they
mainly focus on the
crane as an example for
a migrating bird species
by reading the article:
Kraniche in Gefahr: TV
Wissen Nr. 9 (
www.walbusch.de/top31)
 Students determine,
what they want to learn
about the crane by
formulating headlines:
- Anatomy of the crane
- Living environment
- Crane as a migrating
bird, …


Students acquire
information about the

Student
activity

Support by the
teacher

Evaluation,
assessment

Conditions

Article: Kraniche
in Gefahr: TV
Wissen Nr. 9 (
www.walbusch.de/
top31)

Students have basic
knowledge in terms
of working with a
computer/ text
processing at
command.

After having heard
the story, students
make suggestions
on next lesson’s
topic: ”cranes –
migrating birds”.

They are able to
research and to
write and edit texts
with “MS word”.

Students reflect
about what they
would like to know
about cranes and
formulate
headlines as a
structuring help.

Students have basic
knowledge
concerning the
structure of a text at
their command.

Students (2-3)
choose a headline

Teacher gives
targeted impulses:
 Biology of the
crane
 beak
 feathers
 flight
behaviour
 ….

Teacher supplies
students with URL
addresses of
searching as a help
for research.

At the end of each
lesson, the group
speaker presents
the topics they have
worked on to the
other students.
conclusion:
Independent and
self-regulated
learning is highly
promoted with this
method. It also
increases the
motivation to learn
and the
identification with
the content alike.

book case with
relevant texts
and books.
Computers with
access to the
Internet, list
with
appropriate
search engines,
flip chart,
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6th – 7th
lesson

crane by collecting
information concerning
the respective group
exercise.
Students formulate
hypotheses concerning
particular behaviours of
the crane by making
assumptions about the
flight and rest
behaviour of the crane.
Students verify their
assumption by checking
text passages, animal
films or the Internet.
Students learn, amongst
others, that the Internet
as well as printed texts
can serve as source for
information by
searching for
statements that
validate the hypotheses
made.

Students are familiar
with group work and
they are able to
undertake exercises,
such as timekeeper,
“information
acquirer”, and
speaker.
Students are
educated in terms of
formulating
suggestions/hypothe
ses and can work
with units (length,
weight) properly.

as a focus for their
group work.
Students inform
themselves on the
Internet and with
non-fictional texts.
Students formulate
assumptions
concerning flight
time, flight height,
and landing
behaviour of
cranes.

Teacher assembles a
book case with
relevant texts and
books.

Students with
learning difficulties
have better
possibilities to
engage in the classroom according to
their abilities.
Especially
competences in
terms of working
with new media are
improved
tremendously due
to the fact that
students help each
other.

Students write down
the formulated
hypotheses on a
flipchart.

As preparation:
Students write a letter to a
“bird park” and kindly ask
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for sending different types of
feathers.
Students are supposed to
realize that bird feathers have
special characteristics which
can be categorized depending
on their function.




Students recognize
specific characteristics
of feathers (feathers
from the bird park) by
conducting
experiments in terms
of water permeability,
weight and behaviour
in case of wind (after
having watched an
introductory video on
“YouTube”).
The crane serves as an
example showing the
students that there are
different types of
feathers by checking
the functions of the
respective feathers.

Students know
how to conduct
experiments.

Students work in
groups and
conduct the
experiments (five
experiments).

Students watch a video clip
on „YouTube“ on the
subject of bird feathers and
its characteristics and they
conduct respective
experiments. Results are
presented in the end.

Students have a look at a
stuffed crane and assign
feathers to their function in
groups:
- Decorative plumes
-

Downs

-

Steering feathers

-

Shoulder feathers

-

Wing covers

-

Wing feather

Teacher prepares
respective video
clips (YouTube) as
well as the
materials for the
experiments.
Teacher divides
the class into
groups.

All students
understand the
breadboard, since
the video clip
clarifies all relevant
steps.

Teacher gives
impulses
concerning the
feather’s
functions:

Via visualization
(stuffed crane) the
functions of the
feathers become
very clear. This
simplifies creating
the posters.

What does the
feather serve as?
Where are the
feathers situated?
….

https://www.youtube.com
/
results?search_query=Vog
elfedern

stuffed crane
borrowed from the
BUND Diepholz

Conclusion:
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8th-9th
lesson

Students match
particular feathers to
their respective parts
of the crane’s body by
checking the functions
of the feathers.
Students work on a
poster about: Things
worth knowing about
bird feathers.

-

Back plumage

-

Tail feathers

-

Breast plumage

-

Flanks

Students create a learning
poster.

What is typical for
feathers?

The experimental
and action-based
aspect in these
lessons helps to
understand the
abstracts content
better and enables
to transfer aspects
to other topics, so
Annex 3
that sustainability learning poster
is given.
The learning
poster of a way to
present something
summarizes the
whole content with
the words the
students would
use, so weaker
students also have
the possibility to
understand the
content.

Students are supposed to
perceive the crane’s beak as a
functional tool by comparing it
to manmade tools.


Students realize that
birds have different

The diversity of the
different beak
types becomes
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kinds of beaks by
watching a Power
Point presentation
about different birds
(www.brodowskifotografie.de).
Students formulate
suggestions concerning
the link between the
form of a beak and its
function.
Students realize that
manmade tools (pliers,
knives) have different
functions by
performing
corresponding
activities.
Students recognize
that manmade tools
and bird beaks have
similar functions by
comparing their field
of operation with each
other.
Students realize the
link between beak
form and living
environment/condition
s.

Introduction to
the lesson’s topic.

Students have a look at the
presentation and recognize
various differences in terms
of the bird’s beak forms.
They formulate hypotheses:
“Does the form of the beak
have something to do with
its function?”

Students work at
stations. Students
are already
familiar with this
way of gathering
information.

Students work in
groups,
experiment,
exchange their
knowledge gained
and fill them into
the exercise
sheets.

Students move from station
to station and settle their
exercises according to the
tasks.

Students choose tools and
carry out tasks:
Pliers: pinch off wire,
Long nose pliers: get an item
out of a box.
combination pliers: crack
nuts
…
Students write down their
results into exercise sheets.
Students build different beak
models and verify their
hypotheses made.

clear by the
PowerPoint
presentation. The
formulation of a
hypothesis, which
sets form and
function in relation,
is hereby
simplified.

PPT:
www.brodowskifotografie.de

different tools
(long nose pliers,
diagonal cutter…)

Via acting with
tools, becomes
evident that the
beak of a bird
serves as a means
to acquire food:
living environment,
food and beak form
are closely linked
to each other.

Annex 4
exercise sheet

The exhibition
helps the students
to verify their
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Students prepare an
exhibition by
producing different
beak models and
clarifying the function
for food acquisition.

tudents build beak
models out of
different materials
(polystyreneball=
head,
carton=beak, …).
The exhibition
makes clear that
food acquisition of
a bird is closely
linked to the
function of the
beak.

hypotheses and
explain their
results.
Conclusion:
The action-based,
experimental
approach helps
every student to
verify the
hypotheses made
beforehand. The
documentation of
the results via an
exhibition
promotes,
amongst others,
the ability to work
in teams and the
competence to use
specific
terminology
properly.
When planning
these lessons,
teachers should
take into
consideration that
there must be
enough time for
setting up and for

polystyrene,
carton, glue,
Information cards
...
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presenting the
results.
In total, one can
state that when
working with the
topics “feathers”
as well as “beaks”
the mutual
influence of living
environment, food
and anatomy are
at the core of
observations.
10th-20th
lesson

Students verify the knowledge
gained about the crane
(anatomy, living environment,
feathers, beak, eating
behaviour, …) by observing
birds with an ornithologist.
Students check their
hypotheses in terms of the rest
behaviour of the cranes with
the help of luxmeters. Hereby,
the brightness when the cranes
fly back to their rest places and
the number of cranes are
measured.

preparation of the
excursion:
brainstorming:
“What do I want
to know about the
crane?” Definition
of superordinate
topics? Questions
to the
ornithologist?

Students form groups:
Groups 1: Every 5 minutes,
cranes that fly into their
sleeping places are counted
(filling in the table).
Group 2: Every 5 minutes the
brightnes is measured with
the help of luxmeters (filling
in the table).

Students were
introduced by the
ornithologist in
terms of

Students discuss their
results, create a diagram and
verify their hypothesis.

Teacher connects
with crane centre
„BUND
Wagenfeld“ and
the ornithologist.
With a letter to
the parents, the
students are
invited to take
part in the
excursion.
Important
information is
communicated:

The specific crane
observation under
the guidance of an
ornithologist serves
as a supplement to
the research done
in books and on the
Internet. Through
observations,
information is
internalized better,
motivation is
increased, and the
results objectified.

crane centre:
BUND Wagenfeld

Annex 5
working results:
PowerPoint
presentations
containing tables
and diagrams.
„learning box“
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Students realize that
cranes are lightsteered birds by
setting the results of
counting birds and the
brightness measuring
in relation.
Students observe the
eating behaviour of the
cranes with the help of
spy glasses on a
viewpoint.
Students observe a
crane’s nest and learn
the development
“from the egg to an old
bird” from the
ornithologist.
Students are
familiarized with the
moorland as a
protected living
environment using the
example of a crane,
which necessities
(eating places, rest
places, sleeping places
and places to build a
nest) are essential for
the bird.

-

Counting
birds
Observing
birds
Behaviour
in nature
Document
ation of
results in a
table.

The students
already know how
to write key word
lists

Visit of an
exhibition in a
crane centre:
BUND Wagenfeld

clothing,
behaviour,
transport to the
moor, …
Students observe cranes
which are on their eating
spots (spy glasses,
binoculars) and not the
cranes‘ behaviour when
eating and the supply of
food ( corn, frogs, …).
Students accompany the
ornithologist and watch a
crane’s nest.

They note information about
the crane and its way of life
on a keyword list.

Depending on the
superordinate groups,

Teacher assists
students in
interpreting
diagrams:
What do the
notes of the table
have to do with
each other?

The confirmation
of results by the
ornithologist
makes sure that
the notecards
contain academic
and correct
information. It is
very important to
check the
correctness of the
results as they
supposed to be
forwarded to other
students in a
“learning box”.
Conclusion:
The excursion
phase must be
prepared
extensively:
- writing a letter to
the parents,
- introduction to
working with
tables and
diagrams
- observation of
animals and their
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Students summarize
their results in a
“learning box”

Students are supposed to
verify existing knowledge and
hypotheses made (flight
speed, altitude, distance
covered) by analysing data
from cranes being equipped
with GPS devices.

students assign to groups
and write down their results
on notecards.

Teacher supplies
students with
notecards and
helps them to
formulate
concluding
information.

living
environment.

It is useful to
acquire structural
and functional
relationships with
student and action
orientated
approaches, e.g. in
model experiments
and excursions.
Integrating both
elements in a
hypotheticdeductive course of
the lesson
(phenomenon,
question,
hypothesis,
experiment/observ
ation, analysis,
confirmation of the
hypothesis), the
students gain
experimental
abilities and skills.
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Students are supposed to
realize that many factors
determine flight speed,
altitude and the distance
covered by conducting
practical examples regarding
these factors:




Running exercises at
headwind
Running exercises with
increase in altitude
Running exercises
through obstacles

S
tudents are supposed to
recognize the migrating birds/
cranes have to overcome
several natural obstacles when
flying form Scandinavia to
Spain by transferring the
crane’s flight route into a
three-dimensional elevation
model.

Ornithologists
assemble data as
well as maps and
introduce students
to working with it.

Individual practical
experiences help
students to
perform a transfer
(human – bird).

Students know the
depiction of
mountains on
maps (contour
lines and colour
gradation)

Students work on the sent
data, fill them into tables
and thereby verify their
hypotheses.

Students perform practical
running exercises in an
erected course and transfer
these experiences on the
flight performance of the
bird/ crane.

Students build a threedimensional height model
out of expanding foam and
transfer the sent data to the
model.

Teachers and
ornithologists
support children
when working
with the data.

The students are
introduced to
scientific ways of
thinking and
working.

Annex 6

Teachers and
ornithologists
help the children
in terms of
transfer
performances:

Map material and
data are made
available by the
“Movebank”(crane
protection
Germany).

What is it like do
running exercises
at headwind?
What happens
when you need to
run around the
obstacles?

Teacher helps
students in terms
of building the
model and gives
advice for the
caption:

Via observational
learning abstract
data are
transferred to the
students’
experiential level,
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How high is the
mountain?
How high do
cranes fly?

Students are supposed to
evaluate their ability to work
in groups and their working
processes at the end of each
lesson by self-evaluation and
filling in a bullet.

Students evaluate their
ability to work in a team and
their capability.

Targeted teacher
impulses:





How would
you like to go
on working in
the next
lesson?
Were there
arguments in
your group?
Have you
found enough
information?

transfer
performances to
other fields of
operation are
already prepared.
Hereby, students
train to make
conclusions out of
experimental
results/observatio
ns and to connect
them with the
hypotheses made
beforehand.
At the end of each
lesson, students fill
in a bullet:
 Whether
they
worked
together
as a team
(red),
 Whether
they got
along well
with their
work (green)
 Whether
they need

Self-made
elevation model
made out of
expanding foam.

„bullet“
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assistance
for further
tasks (blue)

III. Presenting, evaluating, assessment phase
21st – 23rd
lesson

Goals

Content

Students are supposed to
improve their ICT skills by
using search engines on the
Internet, doing research and
process the found data via
MS word.

Students were
instructed with the
dangers of working
on the Internet
(”Internet driving
license“).

Students get to know search
engines as far as the topic
“birds“ is concerned by
acquiring search terms
independently, by finding
appropriate internet
websites and by producing a
suitable catalogue for the
topic “birds”.

Students know the
structure and the
handling of “MS
word”.

Students are supposed to
compile information cards

Student activity

Support by
the teacher

Evaluation,
assessment
The creation of
information cards
promotes the sense of
responsibility.
Team work as a
method enables that
each student can make
a contribution
according to his/her
competences.

Conditions
Laptop,
computer/Inter
net/”MS word“

school t-shirts
school
magazine

The students’
results are
published in an ebook on the school
website and the
QR-code is printed

Students present their
results in “writing
conferences” and point
each other in the right
direction when editing
texts (students know

Teacher assists
stutents in
choosing a
suitable search
engine, give tips
in editing texts

The overall result is
perceived as a mutual
performance. This way
of working sets a basic
experience for the
future working life in
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concerning the topic
birds/cranes by writing texts
with MS word and pasting
pictures and drawings.

on school t-shirts
and in the school
magazine as well.

methodology of such a
„writing conference“ from
their German classes).

and in choosing
pictures.

Furthermore, this
cooperative method
ensures a high-quality
result.

Students are familiarised
with the QR-code as a means
to process data by creating a
QR-code for their
information card and
printing it, so that school
public can access it.
Students get to know the
programme “PowerPoint” by
editing their bird observation
in the course of the
“excursion to the moor” and
presenting it to the school
public.

terms of the ability to
work in a team and the
sense of responsibility.

Students are
instructed with
compiling a
PowerPoint
presentation:
 Layout
choice
 Embeddin
g of
pictures,
videos,
sounds
 Animation
s;
 Presentati
on
Presentations are
made available for
the school public

Students acquire a
PowerPoint presentation in
groups in terms of
“excursions to the moor”.
Criteria for the
development are set up:
 For whom?
 What do I want to
inform about?
 Layout design
text/image
 Forms of animation

Teacher gives the
groups a hand:
Is the text
comprehensible?
Can everybody
read it?
Does the picture
match the text?

Publishing the
presentations is a big
motivation for the
students.
They learn to create,
plan and set up a
presentation which is
related to the recipients
(for students).
screen in the
entrance hall of
the school

Does the
animation fit the
text?
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(Students,
teachers and
parents) via a
screen in the
entrance hall of
the school.
24th
lesson

Students are supposed to
evaluate the areas:
 Ability to work in a
team
 Contentment with
the own
performance,
 Contentment with
the group result
at the end of the whole
teaching unit (23 lessons) by
analysing the bullets from
earlier lessons and
transferring the average
value to a final bullet.

Students already
Students gather the average
know the bullet as a value of the single lessons
means to evaluate. and transfer them to a “final
bullet”.
This form of
The result is discussed.
evaluation is
Suggestions for
applied in other
improvement are
lessons as well.
formulated.

Teacher gives
aimed impulses
and thus helps
when it comes to
the interpretation
of the final bullet.
Teacher sets
working methods
and results in
relation.

This form of evaluation
helps the students to
realize that they
themselves are
responsible for their
learning process. This
form of evaluation
consolidates selfregulated and
autonomous action.

“single bullets”

“final bullet“

Several points are
discussed:
 Sense and
purpose of
group
work in
such a
project
 Motivatio
nal effect
ofusing
ITC
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Presentati
on of
working
results
Correlatio
n between
theoretical
knowledge
and
excursions
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ICELAND – GRANDASKOLI, REYKJAVIK

hours

I.

1-3

Preparatory phase

Goals

Content

Student activity

Support by the teacher

Evaluation, assessment

Conditions

Motivation

Content of the class

skills to be
developed, literacy
elements

Questions, problems, key
concepts, theories

Working methods, research
methods, division of labour

Helping questions, facilitation
of teamwork

Assessment areas,
development indicators,
assessment methods

Learning
environment,
supporting materials,
human resource

To inspire the
interest of
students in birds
and theme work.

Discussions – class
meeting on theme work

In the beginning of the
session the teachers discussed
the project with the students
in two groups, 25 students in
each group. They were told
about the bird project and
that in this theme work we
would place much emphasis
on group work.

The merits of group work
were discussed and the
students contributed to that
discussion and explained
their opinions. Most of
them like working in groups
but also realize problems
that can come up. They all
believe it matters greatly to
them who they work with.
It was decided to hold a
class meeting on group
work, pros and cons and
about what characterizes a
good group member and
what makes a group

The students’
contributions as group
members would be
evaluated as well as the
group work.

Two teachers, one
assistant.

Give them
opportunity to
explain their
opinions and
communicate.

Each student created a
portfolio folder for their
project assignments.
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member difficult to work
with.
Motivation
Inspire interest in
birds in general.
Discover and
discuss former
knowledge.
Memory
Opinions and
communication

Short, interesting film
parts of birds shown on
projector – class level.
Class level discussions
about birds. What we
know and what we want
to know.

Projector. One
teacher for 25
students. Two
classrooms.
Two groups of 25 students.
Group discussions.

Questions for discussion:
(From the Pilot plan,
preparatory phase)
Teacher notes down the
children’s ideas and
suggestions on the projector
during the discussions.
Makes sure everybody takes
part, sharing their ideas,
opinions and suggestions.
The rule is that we start at
one end of the group and
they speak one by one until
everybody has had a turn to
share their ideas. After we
have completed the cycle
the students can raise their
hands if they want to say
more.

Together the class and the
teacher make a worksheet
(in Word on the projector)
to be presented on a wall
in the classroom. It should
show the children’s ideas
about birds and the
knowledge they already
had. We put in some nice
pictures and tried to make
a long list of birds they
knew already. Later they
could add to that list on
the wall if they
remembered more
species. This was fun work
and the students like
seeing their ideas
appearing on the
projector.
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Goals

Content

Student activity

Support by the teacher

Evaluation, assessment

Conditions

hours

Implementing phase
Motivation

Content of the class

Working methods, research
methods, division of labour

Helping questions, facilitation
of teamwork

Assessment areas,
development indicators,
assessment methods

Learning
environment,
supporting materials,
human resource

4-5

To explain
opinions and
communicate.

Translations of the
assignments in the project
plan.
This assignment the students
did individually at first
evaluating every statement as
best they could. Then they
discussed their opinions in
pairs and finally in a group of
four students..

At the end of the period the
teachers projected the
group work solutions on the
projector and discussed it
with the classes (25
students – two classrooms).

Task sheet

_________________________
__

The raven – theme work

The students were
enthusiastic and curious
about the statements and
gave thought and effort
into debating the answers.
Very few students in this
diverse 50 student class
were inactive in the
discussions and they were
all curious to hear the final
solutions. It’s good that
some of the questions are
difficult for them, they had
to debate the answers and
come to a conclusion.
Very good input into the
group work showing the
children how they knew
more when they combined

Questions, problems, key
concepts, theories

Tasks – How are birds?
Individual and group
work.

Cognitive skills.
Communication
skills.
Memory
Ability to find
relations
______________
_
Additional 6
lessons

_____________________
_
Artistic tasks. Broadening
and deepening the
general meaning of „bird”
– connecting the artistic
and scientific
perspectives. Poetry and
art.

_______________________
_

The Farmgirl and the Raven.
Task: First the class and the
teacher, together, listened
to a digital dramatization of

How are birds?
II-V. tasks
Groups of three to
five (most of them
four) students.
Mixed, both in
ability and sex.
Three classrooms
and a corridor with
workspaces.
Two classrooms
with projectors.
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Comprehensive
reading and
interpretation
Dramatization
and performance
Art and creativity
Literacy and
communication
Interpretation of
the relation
between art and
the
representation of
nature

Task: Birds in folktales.
The farmgirl and the
raven/ Skidastadastulkan
og hrafninn
Task: Birds in folksongs.
Krummavísa,
Krummavísur and
Krumminn á skjánum
Additional content:
Kahoot, 3x40 minute
lessons and
Birds in art and design
3x40 minute lessons
See separate report on
Theme work - the raven

Listening - reading –
discussions artistic creations.
Children were encouraged to
work together in the group.
Their cooperation and team
work more important than the
final result. Nobody has
finished until everybody has
finished.
Student activities:
Reading and interpretation of
an Icelandic folktale about the
raven.
Reading and interpretation of
an Icelandic folksong about
the raven.

the story.
http://heyrheyr.is/clients/pr
oject/deploy/player/songs/i
sl1/6.mp3 Discussed the
story, class level, before
each group went together
to their workplace with the
story and questions. The
students read the story
aloud for each other, taking
turns. After reading they
discussed the story and,
together, answered
comprehensive questions.
The last two questions are
based on the project plan –
preparatory phase
What does the raven in the
tale symbolize?
What kind of character does
the raven represent in the
tale?
The raven – folk songs

their efforts than each
individual did.

One laptop for
each group.

______________________
The Farmgirl and the
Raven: During this work
the students repeatedly
had to be reminded that
the main goal was not only
to answer the questions
but to discuss them and do
it together as a group. As
some students of course
work faster than others
and have better
comprehension this was
difficult for some of them.
We emphasized the
importance of showing
respect for each other and
each other’s ideas as well
as tolerance and
helpfulness. This is an
ongoing process.
At the end of the session
the teachers discussed the
outcome with five and six
groups each. The
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The students read and
listened to the songs in their
groups.
Task: Your assignment is to
perform this poem for your
class. Decide together how
you are going to perform it
and rehearse.

discussions about the last
two questions were
interesting because many
of the children already had
ideas about the image of
the raven in folklore as a
bird of prophesy and
magic.
The raven – folk songs

Remember and take care to
perform the poem very
clearly so everybody can
understand the meaning of
it.
Ideas:
-take turns delivering the
lines
-act out/mime the content
of
the poems
-make a dance
-make a short play
-use rhythm or stomp.
-Sing or rap
Use your imagination.

This was a good project for
the teamwork. The group
members had to work
together and trust each
other. The performances
went well in most cases,
they were very varied,
some singing, stomp and
dancing and we all had
fun. There was little time
for the mosaic art and we
had to find time later to
finish the pieces. We chose
the mosaic art work
because all the group
members create it
together.

When your performance is
ready:
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Make a mosaic picture of
your poem/verse together.
First you must decide what
it will look like and make a
sketch.
Create it together with
colored paper and glue.
Observe the time limit.

6-7

Observation skills
Communication
and collaboration
skills
Digital skills
Comparison,
classification and
analysing
Reading and
writing

Looking for feathers in
nature
Defining bird species by
the feathers
Recognizing different
types of feathers.
Analysing the feather
structure.

Field trip to a nearby beach
and surrounding area to look
for feathers.
Group work (teams of four
students).
The students brought the
feathers to school, observed
and analysed them using the
naked eye, magnifying glasses
and stereo microscopes.
The groups received the
Icelandic translations of the
pilot tasks by e-mail, watched
and discussed several videos
and read together information
about bird feathers from
selected homepages on the
internet.

.

_______________________
_
The importance of good
team work was emphasized
by the teachers. The
children worked in teams
looking for the feathers,
analysing them and
completing the tasks.
Sending the tasks to the
students by e-mail enabled
them to open the links

For assessment the
students wrote a short
essay about what they had
learned during the theme
study and what they now
knew about the raven.
The teachers primarily
evaluated the team work
and the team projects but
also read and took into
account, the final essays.
The students also
evaluated the project and
the team work on task
sheets the teachers
prepared. (Separate report
on Theme work – the
raven).
______________________
In addition to learning
about the different
feathers and feather
structure the children
practiced their digital
skills. They had to help
each other figure out how

Task sheet:
Feather of the birds
I-III. tasks
Nearby beach and
the surrounding area.
Feathers found in
that area.
Three classrooms
and a corridor for 52
students in 13
groups.
Worktables for four
students facing each
other.
Cameras
Stereo-microscopes
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http://skemman.is/stream/g
et/1946/1587/4477/1/handb
%C3%B3k_pdf.pdf
http://www1.nams.is/fuglar/
frodleikur.php?id=21
The groups worked together
completing the tasks sheets
from the Pilot program,
watched the videos and
discussed them.

8-9

Collaboration and
communication
skills.
Comparison,
analogical
thinking,
classification
observation of
the relationship
between the

Finding information on
the Internet. Watching
together observing,
analysing and discussing.
Analysing different beak
types, figuring out why
they are a certain way
and how that is an
indication of the birds’
habitat and nutrition.

The students receive their
tasks by E-mail. They take
turns being the group leaders,
opening and receiving the Email and controlling the
computer. One leader per
assignment.
The received links with
information about beaks in
Icelandic and read the
information given together in
the group as well as the links

themselves, watched them
together and read
information in groups.
The teachers used all the
questions and video links
from the task sheets. They
added some Icelandic links
with information about the
feathers.

to find information on
their school E-mail
address, use it and open
links. Sometimes the links
didn’t open properly and
they figured out how to
copy them directly to
YouTube or google search.

Additional information
found in Icelandic for the
students to read on line and
observe.

Worksheets to write
and draw on.

We found that these
elements encourage the
students and enhance
their interest in the
material and the
assignments.
They very quickly adapted
to and obviously liked to
receive their assignments
this way.

The tasks from the pilot
were all translated and
given sent to the groups by
E-mail.

Magnifying glasses
Laptops or I-pads
(one for each team of
four)

As before, the teachers
focused on assessing the
teams as a group and on
encouraging the children
to help each other and try
to solve their problems.
encountered and the tasks
by themselves as a team.

Task sheet:
Beak types of birds
I-II. task
Three classrooms
and a corridor for
52 students in 13
groups.
Worktables for four
students facing
each other.
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system and the
environment.

given in the original pilot
program.

Reading, writing,
digital skills

http://www1.nams.is/fuglar/fr
odleikur.php?id=24#
http://skemman.is/stream/get
/1946/1587/4477/1/handb%C
3%B3k_pdf.pdf
Tasks completed by the
groups working together.

The students grew more
and more confident in
managing by themselves
to find the assignments in
their E-mail. looking for
the information, reading
together, analysing and
discussing the information
and finishing the
assignments. Some groups
could do this without any
assistance at all. They
helped each other and
some less able (disabled)
students could take part
and work along with the
others because of that.

One I-pad or lap
top per group.
Worksheets to
write on.

We found that this work
encouraged independent
learning and individual
learning. The students
attitude was in general
very positive towards this
kind of work.
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1011

Recording data
and categorizing
Row creation
Imagination and
creativity
Cooperation skills
Discussions of
tasks seeking
mutual
conclusions
Digital skills

Bird groups.
How are birds identified
and divided into groups?
How would the students
themselves identify bird
groups?
Row creation and
classification done by the
students using their
imagination and former
knowledge.
How do scientists identify
bird groups? –
classification
Research and recognition
of the main
characteristics used to
classify bird groups.

First, the students worked in
pairs grouping Icelandic bird
using their imagination and
former knowledge. Source:
this homepage where all
Icelandic birds are listed,
alphabetically, with pictures.
The students were in the
beginning encouraged to use
only the names and the
pictures.
http://www1.nams.is/fuglar/f
uglalisti.php?val=1
Afterwards they found
information about the main
group names and
characteristics, scientifically.

The teachers translated the
tasks from the Pilot
program, found Icelandic
information and homepages
that fit the subject and sent
it to the students by E-mail.
The students worked two
and two together with a pc
or a laptop.
The task was to classify
Icelandic bird into groups,
looking at their names and
pictures, and to name the
groups.
We used the digital
workspace
http://en.linoit.com/
as recommended in the
pilot, each group creating its
own workspace.
The second part of the work
was dedicated to reading
about and exploring how
birds are scientifically
classified and comparing it
to their own classification,

Emphasis on cooperation
and discussions between
the students working in
pairs.

Task sheet:

The Linoit workspace is
easy to use, pictures can
easily be copied into it and
lined up in rows with
different colour. The
children were enthusiastic
about this task and put a
lot of effort and thought
into it.

PC or Laptops for
each pare.

Bird groups
I-II. task

Task sheets

It would be a good idea to
show the Linoits they
created on the projectors
in the classroom and have
them explain their own
classifications but we did
not have time for that,
unfortunately. Instead, the
teachers took pictures of
their screens and asked
them about their
classifications.
This work obviously
enhanced the student
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filling in the chart translated
from the pilot program

.

interest in learning about
how scientist categorise
birds and they enjoyed
filling out that chart as
well, comparing it to their
own classifications.
The teachers assessment
of their work was based on
the students interest in
the subject, creativity,
cooperation and
productivity rather than
knowledge obtained.

1112

Information
gathering,
interpreting and
communication.

Videos showing bird
species and their habitat.
Most of them in English
with English subtitles.

To recognize the
diversity of
habitats and how
different species
are adapted to
them.

Reflecting on and
discussing how species
have adapted to certain
environments and the
importance of preserving
that environment.

To realize the
importance of
preserving

Icelandic song about a
wetland bird, listen, read,
interpret, draw.

The students received their
tasks through E-mail, to be
able to use the video links
and look at the videos in
https://www.youtube.com/wa groups. In addition to the
tch?v=TkOjvtUEPd8
videos suggested in the Pilot
Students, in groups of four,
program the teachers found
watch videos showing
Icelandic videos of local
different bird species in
birds in different
different habitats.
environments for them to
watch as well.
Discuss, fill in a chart, draw
and write about different bird
The tasks from the pilot
species in different habitats.
program were translated
and completed by the

The students were
encouraged to pay good
attention to the videos,
discuss them and use them
when finishing the tasks.
They were supposed to
help each other out as
best they could – work
together. Their work was
the basis for teachers’
assessment. This project
was very clear and they
had no problem
completing the tasks.

Task sheet:
Habitats and
inhabitants
I-III. task
Good space for
teamwork,
worktables for
groups of four.
Laptops, I-pads and
worksheets.
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wildlife habitats
and appreciation
of the values of
nature

In addition to this the class
together, created a board
game where different bird
species where categorized
according to their habitats.

Creative drawing
and writing skills.

1314

Observation skills
Information and
data
interpretation
Planning scientific
examination

Presentation by an
ornithologist about the
bird species living on our
designated bird
reservation.

The most important student
activity during this lesson was
to listen to the specialist, ask
questions and understand the
task ahead.

What birds are we likely
to see and where.

Discussions on the importance
of bird reservations, about

students. They included
filling in charts, drawing and
writing.
When making the board
game the students were
divided into work groups
depending on tasks. The
student could choose tasks.
The tasks consisted of
drawing the board, creating
squares (walking paths),
traps and rewards on the
board, making bird cards in
different colours depending
on habitat with pictures and
names of Icelandic birds and
creating question and
answer cards about the
birds.
The specialist showed us a
detailed PPT presentation
about the area we were
going to, of the bird species
living there and on where
they would most likely be
found and why.

It took about 3x3 lessons
to finish the board game
but that was a very
rewarding work. The
students were very
enthusiastic about it and it
had great educational
value both regarding
teamwork and gathering
knowledge about birds
and their habitats.

For the board game
we needed
coloured paper, pc,
laptops and
printers. Plastic
covering.

Task sheet:
Observing birds in
the nature
Presentation by an
ornithologist/
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What type of bird
habitats are on the
location.
The relation between the
birds and their
environment.
1519

Observation
Data recording,
sharing and
interpretation

Observing birds in their
natural habitat.

Technical skills

Realizing the importance
of preserving and
protecting different
habitat because of the
diversity of the species.

Information
gathering and
interpretation

Bird behaviour, nesting,
song, lifestyles an
habitats.

Creative skills

Why do we know where
to find different species?
Why are some of the
birds in the field, others
on the lake or on the
beach?

Digital skills

Artistic skills
Collaboration and
communication
skills

PPT presentation

different species and different
habitats.
Learning to use and know the
tools methods of bird
watching.

Students were divided into
groups. Each group
specializes in one bird
species.

Cameras
Sound recorders

They received a card with
the picture and name of the
bird.

Field trip to a bird reservation
area.

The ornithologist went with
the group on the bird
watching expedition. Before
Each group received a card
leaving the groups were
with the picture and name of a
given the following tasks:
specific bird species. Their task
was to find that bird and
Outdoors– bird watching
observe it in its’ natural
Look for and find your bird.
habitat, take pictures of it and
try to record the bird song if
Try to take a picture of your
possible.
bird.
At school,after field work their
assignment was to make a PPT
presentations about their bird,
make drawings, clay statues of
the bird and nest and tried to
recreate the atmosphere at
the reservation in a show case
e.g. with sound recordings.

biologist / bird
expert

Try to listen for the sound it
makes and imitate it or
record it.
Gather some things that
would be found around your
birds’ habitat. Take pictures
-You could draw it later back

I pads
During the bird watching
expedition all the groups
could find their designated
bird based on the
information they had been
given by the teachers and
ornithologist. The also
took pictures and made
sound recordings.
Back at school the
students were very
dedicated to the creation
of their showcases. They
used their own pictures
and the Internet to find
information and use in
their PPT presentations.
The PPT presentations
were printed out and

Task sheet:
Observation of
birds in nature
Expert lead
ornithologist
Cards with bird
pictures and
names, one per
group.
Binoculars,
Cameras,
I pads,
sound recorders,
laptops,
paper and clay,
material collected
on the expedition
e.g. grass, straw,
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Appreciation of
nature and
sustainability

Artistic tasks and
research.

at school– to make a
background.

added to the show case
wall.

At school – after field work:

The student assessment
was based on their
dedication to the subject,
the PPT presentations,
collaboration and group
work.

Find a way to make very
detailed pictures of your
bird. Don’t forget to pay
attention to its feet, the
beak, the feathers and the
size.
Make a clay statue of your
bird
Make several outline
drawings of your bird, some
flying, some standing, in
detail.
Find a picture of your birds’
nest, try to make one, and
the eggs.
Make a PPT presentation
about your bird 5-10 slides.
Try to make them in your
mother tongues and English.

stones, seaweed,
shells….

We think it is very
important to follow up on
the expedition at school
after the trip. The
students were interested
in exploring each other’s
work as well as creating
their own thus learning
about the diversity of the
bird life in our area.
Teachers and pupils from
other classes visited our
exhibition which made this
a “school event” of sorts.
The show cases were put
up in a centre location at
school for everybody to
look at. A good way to
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20

Data collection
and
interpretation

Watching and
interpreting videos about
bird migration.

Bird protection

Studying and interpreting
charts showing bird
migration.

Communication
and collaboration
Geography skills
English skills listening and
reading.

Discussions and team
work.

The class and the teacher
together watched and
discussed the film “Winged
migration”
as suggested in the pilot
program.
The students then worked in
groups of four and received
their tasks through E-mail, to
be able to use the video links
and look at the videos in
groups. The videos were in
English with English subtitles.
This video was added to our
tasks.
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=y4JJgyTncCA

Put up a show of everything
you made – create a show
case.

finish this big theme
project.

The poem in the beginning
of the task sheets is in
Hungarian and was left out.

Basis for assessment was
cooperation, completion
of tasks and dedication to
the subject and
discussions.

Task sheet:

The task was clear and not
difficult for the students to
complete.

II- lll, IV, tasks

It would have been
interesting to work more
with the connection to
geography and languages
but we did not have time
for it now, maybe next
time.

Laptops or I-pads,
one for each group
of four students.

All the other tasks were
translated into Icelandic and
completed by the students.
The students could
understand enough of the
English videos to interpret
them and use the
information to finish the
tasks in groups by helping
each other out.

Migrating birds
Winged migration –
the film

Pc and projector

Geographic atlas
books for students
Wall map of the
world to use for
classroom
discussions
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hours

III. Presenting, evaluating, assessment phase

21

Goals

Content

Student activity

Support by the teacher

Evaluation, assessment

Conditions

Motivation

Content of the class

skills to be
developed, literacy
elements

Questions, problems, key
concepts, theories

Working methods, research
methods, division of labour

Helping questions, facilitation
of teamwork

Assessment areas,
development indicators,
assessment methods

Learning
environment,
supporting materials,
human resource

Digital skills and
creativity

Making PPT presentations

Using of ICT tools

Receiving E-mail and using
information from it.
Opening links
Saving documents on word
format.
Taking pictures from the
internet or from I pad or
camera and using it in text
or presentations.

Digital workstation,
laptop, tablet, at
least one per group
Drawing tools, paint,
paper
exhibition assisting
tools
suitable exhibition
space

Inserting pictures into text
or PPT. Moving the pictures
along with text or fixing
them.
Using Word, google
translate, spellcheck, saving
and printing.
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2223

Presentation skills
Aesthetic
consciousness and
the ability to create

Showing PPT presentations
to and leading and reading
Kahoots for classmates.
Discussing information and
arguing opinions in groups.
Teaching each other and
working together.

24

Self-critical thinking
Self-regulated
learning

Assessment of self and
peers
Individual feedback of skill
development
Team evaluation

Preparation of written
assessment

Verbal assessment (teacher and
student)

Publication of portfolio
assessment

Verbal assessment of the
team and the project

Self- and team
assessment sheets

Publication of commendation
and results

Project feedback
questionnaire
Measuring
questionnaire of the
pilot programme
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hours

I. Preparatory phase

1-3

Goals

Content

Student activity

Support by the teacher

Motivation

Content of the class

skills to be
developed,
literacy elements

Questions, problems, key
concepts, theories

Working methods, research
methods, division of labour

Helping questions, facilitation of
teamwork

A small talk
about
advantages
coming from
the ability of
recognizing
birds.

The term “bird”.
Anatomy of a bird and its
adjustment to flying.
Recognition of life
environment, a way of
feeding basing on the
analysis of beaks and
feet.
Types and function of bird
feathers.
Species of birds living in
the nearest area and their
protection.

Discussion, solving problems
method – concluding on a
base of experience, an
observation in natural
environment using proper
optical tools, providing
documentation.
Discussion: „Are birds
important and wanted
elements of the ecosystem
from humans point of view?
Why?”
Making a mental map to sum
up the lesson.

What traits do differentiate birds
from other vertebrates?
What do bird construction
elements make flying possible?

Improving the
ability to
analyze source
materials,
scientific
watching of the
nature.

Evaluation,
assessment
Assessment
areas,
development indicators,
assessment methods

Conditions
Learning
environment,
supporting materials,
human resource

Contents connecting The area around
with bird construction,
their adjustment to the school
flying, division to Science lab
altricial and precocial
What is the function of different and practical ability to
types of feathers?
recognize chosen bird
What is the difference between
species are assessed.
altricial birds and precocial
Social
competences
birds?
are assessed on the
What bird species humans use in base of cooperation in
farming, and what kinds of birds teamwork – verbal
are harmful to humans
praise or remarks.
economy?
A level of preparing a
- questions to discussion.
mental map,
correctness of
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Development
of ability of
discussing,
giving
arguments,
polite way of
changing
thoughts,
cooperation in
teamwork and
making mental
map.

Birds life and their
adjustment to
environmental changes.
Why do birds migrate?
What are differences
between birds and other
vertebrates?
What elements of birds
construction do allow
them fly?
What is the difference
between altricial birds
and precocial birds?
Discussion on the
importance of birds in
different ecosystems.
The main assumption is
to get know a bird
construction and an
ability to recognize basic
species of birds watching
them in nature.

A teacher controls teamwork
and helps if there is a need
especially during watching in
nature.
A teacher gives source materials
and moderates a discussion.
A teacher facilitates making
presentations to sum up the
lesson.
A teacher prepares worksheets
and quiz for example kahoot.

completed worksheets
and results of Kahoot
quiz are going to show
students
development.
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hours

II. Implementing phase

4-5

Goals

Content

Student activity

Support by the teacher

Motivation

Content of the class

skills to be
developed,
literacy elements

Questions, problems, key
concepts, theories

Working methods, research
methods, division of labour

Helping questions, facilitation of
teamwork

A student
knows what a
bird is, and
what
differentiate
birds from
other animals.
Students know
elements of
bird
construction,
the way of
feeding, and
adjustment to
the
environment.
Students can
classify birds to
altricial and
precocial birds.

Explanation of a term
„bird”. Elaborating a bird
construction features
enabling them flying.
Recognition of life
environment and a way
of feeding analyzing
beaks and feet.
Recognition of feathers
types and breathing
mechanism. Comparison
anatomy features of birds
from different bird
groups.

On the basis of photos of
different birds and other
vertebrates. Students give
features characteristic for birds
– discussion.
Making an experience about
an adjustment to flying:
students make two bird
models.
On the base of the film
material discussion about bird
importance for nature and for
human being :
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=z-B2qNoRa1Q
oraz
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=r6BT65Pg1FE
Students list features of
altricial and precocial birds

What traits do differentiate birds
from other vertebrates?
What do bird construction
elements make flying possible?

Differentating of altricial
and precocial birds.

Evaluation,
assessment
Assessment
areas,
development indicators,
assessment methods

Contents connecting
with bird construction,
their adjustment to
flying, division to
altricial and precocial
What is the function of different and practical ability to
types of feathers?
recognize chosen bird
What is the difference between
species are assessed.
altricial birds and precocial
Social competences
birds?
are assessed on the
What bird species humans use in base of cooperation in
farming, and what kinds of birds teamwork – verbal
are harmful to humans
praise or remarks.
economy?
A level of preparing a
- questions to discussion.
mental map,
A teacher controls teamwork
correctness of
and helps if there is a need
completed worksheets
especially during watching in
and results of Kahoot
nature.
quiz are going to show

Conditions
Learning
environment,
supporting materials,
human resource

Task sheet: internal
and external bird
construction.
Binoculars, mobiles
tablets, bird atlas,
materials needed
to make mental
map, computer,
multimedia
projector
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6-7

Students can
list features
making flying
possible.
They can
recognize bird
species from
the nearest
area. Students
can give proper
arguments
during the
discussion.
Main goal:
Distinguishing
bird species
looking at
feathers.
Learning
differences in
plumage of
similar species.

Bird’s biodiversity.

basing on the photos of chicks. A teacher gives source materials
and moderates a discussion.
Preparing mental map about
A teacher facilitates making
birds.
presentations to sum up the
lesson.
A teacher prepares worksheets
and quiz for example kahoot.

students
development.

Recognition jay feathers
among feathers of other birds.

Poster exhibition.
Verbal presentation
recorded.
Photos made during a
lesson.

Describing jay’s plumage.
Comparison jay’s plumage to
tomtit’s plumage.
Searching information how to
recognize the age of a jay
looking at feathers.
Making a poster presenting a
scheme of a feather, plumage
of a jay and a tomtit, and
information about jay’s and
tit’s feathers.

What are characteristic features
of jay’s feathers and tomtit’s
feathers.
Why are feathers differentiated?

Task sheet:
Feather of the birds
I-III. tasks

Recommendation of films:
Beautiful birds
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?=uDBthY2as
Bird plumage:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=WR
L1ltLM8
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8-9

Distinguishing
bird species
basing on types
of beaks.

Recognizing life
environment and a way
of feeding basing of beaks
analysis.

Learning about
different types
of beaks.

Making art works- preparing
bird beaks models (a head
with a beak) using salt dough.
Painting beaks. Drawing
beaks.
Preparing multimedia
presentation on characteristic
features of particular beaks.

Making available bird anatomy
albums, and multimedia tools to
make a presentation.
http://innymokiem.manifo.com/ptak
http://www.ptakipolskie.pl/cosna-dziob

Beak models
exhibition.
Preparing photo
gallery of students art
jobs.
Collaborative analysis
of prepared materials.
Information exchange
about beak
construction between
working teams.

10-11 Identifying
differences
occurring
among birds,
establishing
taxonomic
groups.

Diversity among birds.
Bird morphology, life
style features.
Taxonomic groups.
Question: What bird
features are considered
to make taxonomic
division?

1. Comparison of photos
chosen by teacher.
Considering traits which are
common or different for
particular birds.
2. Listing morphological
features connected with life
style, and matching them to
known bird species.
3. Creating 5 specific groups
with common features.

1. Presenting chosen photos
guiding students to establish
particular taxonomic group.

Exhibition of the
poster: „Do you know
these birds?”

2. Asking prompting questions
for example: why do the birds
have this kind of beak, clutches
etc?

Exhibition of bird
models.

3. Making available bird albums,
pointing to web sites:
www.ptakiaves.blogspot.com/p/
foto-atlas-ptaków.html ;

A game: interview
with birds. Students
imagin that they are
particular birds, a
teacher ask questions
like: Where do you
live? What do you

Task sheet:
Beak types of birds
I-II. task
Salt dough and
other didactic tools
necessary to fulfil
the task.
Training students in
purpose to use
multimedia tools.

Task sheet:
Bird groups
I-II. task
Photos bought by
students.
Bird albums,
internet, tablet,
whiteboard,
materials to make
a poster, art dough.
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4. Completing a table in the
task sheet.

www.ptakipolski.pl/galeria/galeria.htms

5. Making a poster with a title:
Do you know these birds?
(about unpopular species
living in Poland, with
characteristic names).

4. Monitoring teamwork.

eat? What sounds do
you make? Etc.

Transport to
Wielkopolska
National Park
Museum

Assessment of
teamwork.

Task sheet:

Assigning students to different
tasks.

6. Making models of chosen
birds living in Poland using art
dough.
7. A visit in Wielkopolska
National Park Museum.
Students look for particular
species in museum showcases,
basing on it they colour bird
silhouettes in task sheets.
Completing task sheets about
morphological traits
characteristic for particular
bird groups.
11-12 Learning about
environmental
demands of
different
species.

Characterizing bird
species including features
enabling them to live in
particular habitat.

Preparing and collecting
information about habitats
and birds adaptation. Using
internet.

Encouraging students to make
drawings, help with preparing a
poster, help with giving proper
answers.

Habitats and
inhabitants
I-III. task
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Ability to
characterize a
habitat.
Listing bird
species typical
to particular
habitats.
13-14 Observation,
information and
data recording,
sharing,
interpretation
Planning
scientific
examinations

Explanation a term:
habitat.
Importance of habitat
protection.
Bird’s adaptation to living
in water, forest, field and
city habitats.

Completing task sheets
matching species to their
habitats.

Internet, a tablet,
whiteboard, Bid
species cards.

Making a poster. Bird’s
drawings.
Teamwork.

Describing the birds in
Discussion, brainstorm,
the nearest area and their problem solving method –
protection
conclusion in experiences,
birdwatching with special
Discussion about the
equipment and
birds in different
documentation of the
ecosystem.
observation direct and indirect
observation, experimentation,
Ability of differentiation
mind map, Kahoot quiz
the basic type of birds in
birdwatching

Birdwatching – do you recognize
the birds which you observed?

Group work
evaluation,

Description of outside and inside Taking photos of birds,
bird structure.
making the poster of
neighbourhood birds
Birds identification with book of
birds - worksheet

Learning
environment:
school area,
science lab.
Supporting
materials: outdoor
observation,
binoculars, birds
book,
smartphones, all
the materials
necessary to make
the mind map ,
computer,
projector, human
resource: science
teacher,
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15-19 Study of the
surrounding
world and the
environment
Study of birds
during fun and
doing the
experiments as
well

Matching the bird feet to
the type of bird
Making own thesis about
the connection between
birds species and the type
of feet

Making the presentation.

The ability of group work

To make use of the IT
resources. Studying the way of
presentation the results.

Dividing the function and tasks

Making posters, drawings and
taking photos
Group work
Classifying the type of birds
feet

The connection
of birds
structure and
their life style

The assessment of the
group work.

Doing the exercises.

References to the
presenting material.

Quota the roles of detectives
and encourage the students for
looking for the birds footprints

The suggestion about
the possible changes.

How can we strengthen the
bird’s footprints?
What is the connection between
the life style and the bird feet?

Study the types
of birds feet

Matching the feet to
the right type of birds
Ability to determine
the conditions of life
style on the basis of
the construction of
the limb.

Wyprawa
plenerowa,
obserwacje
ptaków,
poszukiwanie
śladów, kamera,
aparat
fotograficzny, szkła
powiększające,
tablica
multimedialna.
Zapoznanie z
filmem
instruktażowym.
Przygotowanie
doświadczenia w
celu utrwalenia
śladów.
Karta pracy
Ślady ptaków
I-III. zadania

20

Pupil knows:
- migratory
birds,
- the most
popular bird

Student Skills:
- the student recognizes
and calls migratory birds,
migration routes, their
nesting sites as the

Forms of work:
- collective,
- individual,
- work in groups,

Teacher support during students
work.
Supporting questions for
students:

Assessment methods:
- checking student
work on a regular
basis,

Task sheet:
Migrating birds
I-II-IV,
Movies,
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migration
routes in
Europe,
- the birds that
fly away from
us in winter,
- the birds that
spend winter in
our country,
- the
vocabulary
related to
migration in
English,
- he can speak
on a given
subject,
- he can use
various art
techniques,
- He can work in
a group and
work
independently

example of migratory
birds in Poland

Work methods: informative,
problematic, practical
Based on the literature and
the prepared presentation,
students analyze the reasons
for the seasonal migration of
birds
Learning about the
possibilities and importance of
on-line bird migration tracking
tool
http://www.ccbbirds.org/wha
t-we-do/research/birdmigration/
http://satellitetracking.eu/ind
s/showtable

- where do birds migrate in
winter?
- how do the birds stay in
winter?
- What are the threats to
migratory birds?

- supporting pupils
during tasks,
- making posters with
birds,
- make a migration
map
- making an exhibition
of student work
Self-evaluation of
students

Plans with birds,
Presentation
multimedia
Make a migration
map

III. Presenting, evaluating, assessment phase
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21

Digital skills and
creativity

Searching, collecting,
sorting information.

Using of ICT
tools

Develop lesson scripts
Share your experience
with other teachers

Performing presentations,
posters, maps, presentations
using ICT
Compilation of the collected
data, photos and videos

Quota of the appropriate tasks
for each group
Coordination of teamwork.
Targeting on the right path of
reasoning
Providing material for tasks

Based on the
observations, the
students' work was
evaluated, theirdegree
of involvement.
The quality of the
work was evaluated,
feedback was
provided
Students did selfevaluation of their
work

22-23 Presentation
skills
Aesthetic
consciousness
and the ability
to create

Presentation style, proper Work done in various
body posture, correct
techniques
pronunciation, linguistic
Word Presentations
correctness

Support in the selection of
presentation tools

The diligence of the
art work was assessed

Suggestions for how to present
your work

The substantive and
correctness of the
statements were
assessed

Publication of portfolio
assessment

Verbal assessment of
the team and the
project

Aesthetics of
performance

Digital workstation,
laptop, tablet, at
least one per group
Drawing tools,
paint, paper
exhibition assisting
tools
suitable exhibition
space

The ingenuity and
originality of the work
done
24

Self-critical
thinking

Assessment of self and
peers

Preparation of written
assessment

Self- and team
assessment sheets
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Self-regulated
learning

Individual feedback of
skill development
Team evaluation

Verbal assessment (teacher
and student)

Publication of
commendation and
results

Project feedback
questionnaire
Measuring
questionnaire of
the pilot
programme

SPAIN- CATALUNYA - ESCOLA JOSEP VECIANA - PERAFORT
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Hours

I. Preparatory phase
Aims

Content

Student activity

Teacher mentoring

Motivation

The composition of the
group, questions,
problem ideas, key
competences, ideas

The work organization,
research methodology,
division of work.

Help questions, facilitating
group work

Presentation of the
birds that the students
are going to study.

10 – 11 years old students

The teacher will show to the
students an easy ppt with
different birds and some
interesting characteristics of
each one

The key area of skill
development,
Elements of reading
comprehension

Measurement,
evaluation, result
Evaluation areas ,the
fulfilment of the
indicators, methods of
the measurement

Conditions, tools
Learning
conditions, student
aids, human
resource needs.

1 -5

Show respect to
birds

Whole group

Be able to look for
information about
birds

Be able to choose
among the given
birds which is the
most interesting one
for everyone.

Every group will choose
a bird and will do a short
exposition explaining
why they have chosen
that bird.

Small groups (4 – 5 students)

The teacher will act as an
assistant.
She/he will answer the
student’s questions and will

Ppt about birds
Direct observation
Computer and a
projector

Direct observation

Laptops
Books about birds
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try to solve all the problems
they could have.

Be able to explain to
their classmates the
reasons why they
have chosen the
bird

The students have to
prepare a short ppt with
the reasons why they
have chosen the group
bird.

Small groups (4 – 5 students)

The teacher is an observer and
evaluator.

Evaluation of the ppt

Computer and
projector

Measurement,
evaluation, result

Conditions, tools

Hours

II. Application, implementation phase
Aims

Content

Student activity

Teacher mentoring

Motivation

The composition of the
group, questions,
problem ideas, key
competences, ideas

The work organization,
research methodology,
division of work.

Help questions, facilitating
group work

The key area of skill
development,
Elements of reading
comprehension

Evaluation areas ,the
fulfilment of the
indicators, methods of
the measurement

Learning
conditions, student
aids, human
resource needs.
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6-7

Know the
appearance of the
Flamingo (size,
feathers, weight,
length, beaks…)

Look for information
about the appearance of
the Flamingo and do a
summary.

Small Group work (4-5
students)

Look for information
about the characteristics
of the places where
Flamingos live and do a
summary.

Small Group work (4-5
students)

Look for information
about the food the
flamingos eat. Do a
summary and add some
photographs

Small Group work (4-5
students)

Look for information
about the flamingos
mating season.

Small Group work (4-5
students)

Look for information
about how the

Small Group work (4-5
students)

The teacher will act as an
assistant.

Direct observation

The teacher will act as an
assistant.

Direct observation

The teacher will act as an
assistant.

Direct observation

The teacher will act as an
assistant.

Direct observation

The teacher will act as an
assistant.

Direct observation

Computer
Books about birds

Research work

Show a respectful
attitude towards
birds
8-9

Know the flamingo
habitat
Show a respectful
attitude towards
birds.

10

Know what the
flamingos eat.
Show a respectful
attitude towards
birds

11

12 -13

Know how the
flamingo mates

Know how the
flamingos make
their nests

Computer
Books about birds

Research work

Computer
Books about birds

Research work

Computer
Books about birds

Research work
Computer
Books about birds
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flamingos make their
nests.

Research work

After knowing how the
flamingos make the
nests, the students will
go to the forest to look
for the material they
need to make a nest

Small Group work (4-5
students)

The teacher will act as an
assistant.

Observation of the
final nests. The
teacher will have 4
important points on
the nest and she/he
will observe if every
nest has got them.

Materials that the
students pick up in
the forest.
Arts and crafts
materials as glue,
scissors...

The teacher will act as an
assistant.

Direct observation

Computer

The explanations will be done
by an ornithologist.

They don’t need to be
evaluated, but the
next day we can share
our observations.

Students notes or
experience

They don’t need to be
evaluated, but the
next day we can share
our observations.

Students’ notes or
experiences.

14

Know how to do a
nest.

15-16

Know when and why Look for information
the flamingos
about the flamingos
migrate
migration

Small Group work (4-5
students)

Discover which type
of birds are in
Tarragona Harbour

Visit the Tarragona
harbour and know what
type of birds we can find
there and why.

Whole group

Visit Delta de L’Ebre
and know which type of
birds we can find there
and why

Whole group

17

Be respectful with
the environment.
18

Discover which
types of birds are in
Delta de l’Ebre.
To show interest for
visiting natural Parks

Books about birds

Research work

The teacher should motivate
the students to learn in a
different way.
The explanations will be done
by an ornithologist.
The teacher should motivate
the students to learn in a
different way.
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19 -20 21

as its Delta de l’Ebre
Be respectful with
the environment.
To be able to create
a presentation with
all the information
required.

The students have to
finish the project. They
gathered some objects
as feathers to improve
their work

Small groups (4-5 people)
Finishing the project

The teacher will help the
students to finish the project

Direct observation

computer
books
materials
handmade nests

III. Presentation, evaluation, measurement, summary phase
22-23

24

To feel confident to
explain to their
classmates what
they have learned
about the chosen
bird.

The students with the
presentation made will
explain to their
classmates what they
know about the bird
chosen.

Small groups (4- 5students)

To assess what they
have learned

The students will answer Individual
a questionnaire about
their knowledge.

The teacher will listen to them
attentively.

We evaluate how
they explain what
they know.

Computer and
projector
Finished materials

If they have absorb
the content of the
project.
The teacher will act as an
assistant.

Self-assessment

Self-assessment
worksheet.
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ROMANIA – TRANSYLVANIA – SCOALA DOMOKOS PAL PETER – GYIMESFELSŐLOK

Hours

I. Preparatory phase

12

Aims

Content

Motivation

The composition of the
The work organization,
group, questions, problem research methodology,
ideas, key competences,
division of work.
ideas

The key area of
skill development,
Elements of
reading
comprehension
Measuring the
student’s
knowledge level

Input attitude measurement
Choosing a student and a
control group.

Student activity

Solving the sheets what are used
for checking

Teacher mentoring
Help questions, facilitating
group work

Preparing and evaluating the
worksheets, presenting and
evaluating the results

Methods:

Worksheets,

Diagnostic assessment

classroom

Comparison

Measuring the groups

Tales

Learning
conditions, student
aids, human
resource needs.

Supplementation

Introducing the tasks

Bird games

Evaluation areas ,the
fulfilment of the
indicators, methods of
the measurement

Conditions, tools

Asking questions

Forming groups

Forming questions

Measurement,
evaluation, result

Listening to a tale:
“A vadgalamb és a szarka”
„The wild pigeon and the
magpie”
Small group activity:

Association,
recognization
Evaluation of the tests,
Planning the controlling and the
work

feedback to the students
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planning and
implementation of
experiments
Discussion of
problems and tasks,
finding solutions

Songs
Short films for motivation
and refreshing the previous
knowledge

-worksheets, drawings, plate
painting, makikng bird feeder
Songs about birds „ Nád a házam
teteje”
Dramatization „ A cinege cipője”

Providing the proper materials

Developing the background
knowledge

Assessment areas:
-habitat and habitant

Classroom

-body composition,
feathering

In the nature

-breeding, feeding
-bird voices, some
interesting facts

Worksheets
Colour, paper plate,
wood, colour papers,
brushes

Student activity and
creativity are evaluated
in group works.
3

Taking into account
the different
development pace
of children
Activating and
searching the
students’ previous
knowledge by
observing.

Group forming:
I.Migrant birds which live in
our country
II.Birds which live here in
winter
III.Protected birds

Division of the labour within the
team

Controlling and correcting the team
work

The groups compare the
gathered informations

Observation out of school,
researching

Complementation of knowledge
between the teams.

Teacher motivates
students with verbal
assessment.

Drawings, notes, making posters

Short film, pictures,
computer,
projector,encyclopedi
as, worksheets

Exhibitions about ready works

IV.Singing birds
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II. Application, implementation phase
Content

Motivation

The composition of the
The work organization,
group, questions, problem research methodology,
ideas, key competences,
division of work.
ideas

Help questions, facilitating
group work

What are the birds look like?

Team work,pictures, bird
encyclopedias , watching short
films, drawings

Preparation of the theme, choosing
the short films, controlling the team
work

Solutions of tasks (II-V.tasks)

Checking the reliability and
efficiency of the obtained
information

Hours

Aims

The key area of
skill development,
Elements of
reading
comprehension

4-5

Knowing the big
groups of the
wildlife
Understanding of
the forms of
scientific thinking
and methods, the
ability to apply
them
System analysis,
disaggregation,
developing
inductive and
creative thinking

Common characteristics of
bird’s body structure

Student activity

Teacher mentoring

Using dialogues in the classroom,
asking questions

Measurement,
evaluation, result
Evaluation areas ,the
fulfilment of the
indicators, methods of
the measurement

Oral evaluation, self
evaluation.
Feedback to the
students, they are
involved in the tasks that
are necessary for their
growth

Conditions, tools
Learning
conditions, student
aids, human
resource needs.

Student worksheet
How are birds?
II-V. tasks
4-5 tudents work in a
groups, computer
,projector, 1
encyclopedia per
group, drawing paper
and drawing tools

cooperation,
discussing the tasks
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finding solutions ,
argument

6-7

Observation,

Diversity of the birds

interpretation of
information

Examination of the
anatomical differences

analyzing
developing the
comparison
discussing the tasks

Examination of the anatomy of
different types of birds with the
help of pictures, short films and
encyclopedia

Student worksheet:

group work

4-5 tudents work in a
groups, computer,
projector, 1
encyclopedia per
group

team work
solving the worksheets

Feather of the birds
I-III. tasks

problem solving
cooperation with
others
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8-9

Observation,
information,
interpretation,
comparison,
classification,

How do the birds feed?
What do they eat?

Listening to tales, watching short
films, solving worksheets, sharing
opinions, arguing, debate

Student worksheet:
Beak types of birds

Analysing of beak types,
examination of the organ
system and operation

I-II. task
4-5 tudents work in a
groups

developing the
analogical thinking.

computer, projector

Observation of the
relationship
between the
system and the
environment,
arguing, developing
of cooperation .
Appreciation of the
values of bird
diversity
1011

Observation
information
interpretation
making cluster
classification,
developing of
inductive way of
thinking,

What groups are there?

Differentation between bird
groups, classification

Team work, pair work,watching
films, using bird pictures and
encyclopedia.

Preparation of the theme,choosing
short films, controlling team work
Checking the trustfulness of souces,
Classroom dialogue, asking
questions

Verbal assessment, self
assessment, students are
involved in the tasks that
are necessary for their
growth

Student worksheet:
Bird groups

Feedback to students

4-5 students work in
a group and some
tasks they do in pairs

I-II. task

Tools:
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developing the
system approach

bird pictures,
cards,books,films,co
mputer,projector

Arguing ,
developing the
cooperation
Recognizing the
diversity of
habitats.
Aspect of
biodiversity ,
foundation the idea
of relation and
descendance

1112

Comparison,
classification,
system approach
(analysis of the
relation between
system and
environment )
Information
recording,
developing
communication

Where and how do the birds
live?
Researching the habitat and
the way of life.
How does the habitat affect
the anatomy and lifestyle of
birds?

Group work, watching films,
singing, drawing, doing the
worksheets, collecting
information, comparison of data

Teaching songs, films, preparation
of worksheets, planing and
controlling activities
Controlling and analysing of data
collection, selection of information

Continuous formative
verbal assessment
Continuous dialogue,
feedbacks to the
students, self assesment.

Student worksheet:
Habitats and
inhabitants
I-III. task
4-5 students work in
a group

Examining the evidence of
adaptation.
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Valuing the
diversity of birds,

computer, projector,
drawing and writing
tools

the importance of
the preserving
habitat, the
appreciation of the
values of the
nature.
1314

1519

Observation,
information and
data recording,
sharing,
interpretation

Observation,
information and
data recording,
sharing,
interpretation

How should we observe
birds?

Tuning activity, watching a short
film

Short films, audios, cards,
preparation of cards.

Learning the tools and
methods of field work

Getting to know the tools and
methods of the bird-observing
field work

Showing and teaching the tools for
outdoor observation ( binoculars,
cameras)

Birds near the surrounding
area.
Bird watching in the field.

Continuous oral
assessment

Student worksheet:
Observing birds in
the nature
I-VI. task

Recognizing and listening to bird
sounds

Comuter,
projector,audios,card
s,pictures,binoculars,
cameras

Recognizing birds from pictures

Short films

Bird watching in groups,
acccording to criterias, with a
leader
Recording the data of the bird
watching with pictures and
voices.

Controlling the bird watching
Monitoring and controlling the data
recording

Improving assessment
through dialogue based
on the collected
informations

Student worksheet:
Observation of birds
in nature
Field work
Bird watching in a
group with a leader
in Gyimesfelsőlok
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Planning scientific
examinations

Filling out the field diaries and
the bird diaries.

and in the
surrounded area.

Making and showing the PPT.

Fieldwork notes
Field diary, filling in
the bird description
diary (great tit, jay,
crow,sparrow,swallo
w,cuckoo,woodpigeon)

Comparison
cooperation
Taking diversity of
birds into
consideration as a
value.

Expert lead
(from a National
Park or NGO
ornithologist)
Observation with a
leader at Saint Anna
lake and Mohos
muskeg.
Observation tools
are distributed
preferably in smaller
groups
Presenting the PPT

20

collecting data

Migratory birds

analysing

Life and adaptation of birds
to the environmental
changes

comparison

Pairwork, collecting data with the
help of computer.
Discussing the information

Introduction of the theme

Oral assessment

Student worksheet :

Leading and controlling the pair and
the groupwork

Self assessment

Migrating birds
I-II-IV, or I-III-IV tasks
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The unity of
biosphere, relation
of human and
nature, bird
protection, time
and space approach

Seasonal cycles in the
wildlife

Small groups ( 4-5 students)
Atlas, usage of world map,
watching short films

pairwork ( 4-5
students in a goup)

Assessment of the activit

groups

working on worksheets

computer
projector
atlas
world map
worksheets

III. Presentation, evaluation, measurement, summary phase
21

Digital skills and
creativity
Using of ICT tools

Making and using of
drawings, descriptions,
modells and PPT.
Recording data, making
charts and lists with digital
tools.

Students work in groups. They
select the photos, recordings
what the students made during
the lessons. They make PPT
presentation
Students prepare products for
the exhibition (the drawings and

Dividing the task:
-making ppt presentation about the
common activities, emphasising the
more important momentums and
tasks.
-Making bird game

Continuous verbal
assessment, discussion,
self evaluation.

Digital workstation,
laptop, tablet, at
least one per group

Drawing tools, paint,
paper
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2223

Presentation skills

Aesthetic
consciousness and
the ability to create

PPT presentation
Exhibition of drawings and
products at school.
Groups share their
experience
Presentation of the scene

24

Self-critical thinking
Self-regulated
learning

the products made on arts and
crafts lesson).

-Presenting the bird scene to the
aothers

Tasks, discussing and noting the
criteria of the task and discussing
the occurent problems.

-Showing the product, telling the
experiences

Students made ppt presentations
about their work, a bird feeder
making, games and the observed
birds.

Organizing the exhibitions

suitable exhibition
space
Continuous oral
assessment, praise,
appreciation of the
students

Their products were exhibited in
the school and in the classrooms
in order to arouse their friends’
interest.

Assessment of self and
peers

Preparation of written
assessment

Individual feedback of skill
development

Verbal assessment (teacher and
student)

Team evaluation

Providing the appropriate place and
tools for the exhibition

exhibition assisting
tools

Publication of portfolio assessment

Verbal assessment of the
team and the project

Self- and team
assessment sheets

Publication of
commendation and
results

Project feedback
questionnaire
Measuring
questionnaire of the
pilot programme
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HUNGARY APPONYI ALBERT ÁLTALÁNOS ISKOLA - JÁSZBERÉNY

órák

I. Preparatory phase

1-3

Aims

Content

Student activity

Teacher mentoring

Motivation

The composition of the
group, questions,
problem ideas, key
competences, ideas

The work organization,
research methodology,
division of work.

Help questions, facilitating
group work

10-12 éves tanulók

Field work

Observing birds in the nature.

10-12 years old students

Group work

The key area of skill
development,
Elements of reading

Inspiring the interest
of students

Individual work
Forming the sense of
responsibility towards
the birds
Knowing the rules

Occurrence and
appearance of the
Easter imperial eagle

Measurement,
evaluation, result

Conditions, tools

Taking notes

Eagle centre
Jászberény,

Learning
Evaluation areas ,the conditions, student
aids, human
fulfilment of the
indicators, methods of resource needs
the measurement

Drawing
Bird watching at night,
syllabus research work

Where does the Eastern
imperial eagle live in Hungary?

Worksheets

Négyszállás
farm:summer
camps, winter
Eagle days
Recovering birds in
cages

Games
www.megajatek.hu

Binoculars
Interactive films
Feathers
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Developing emotional
intelligence

How does the weather
influence the birds rhythms of
life?

Bird costume
Bird board games
ICT tools

Developing physical
and mental abilities.

Observing the habitat,
the „habitation” and life
style.

Individual work
Preparing drawings about the
gathered informations

Frontal work

Interactive tasks

ICT tools

Drawings

Student books,
exercises books

Field work
How do the environmental
changes affect the birds?

Developing cognitive
skills

How do the environmental
changes influence the feeding of
the birds?

Group work
Systematization of the
learned knowledge with
concrete examples.

Frontal work

Developing the
science competence,
sharing the
experiences
Recording and writing
down the ideas and
the information

Worksheets made by
the students

Lifestyle

Individual work

Moving

Group work

Observing a bird nest with
binocular

Making a bird
watching area
Field work

Field work
Interactive presentations

Nest making birds

http://www.mme.hu
/atadtuksaskozpontot

Application, implementation phase

Flying
Nest leaving birds

Photos

Drawings

II.
4-5

www.okosdoboz.hu

Games

Student worksheets:
What makes a Bird?
II-V. tasks

What do they eat?

Bird lairs

Where do they build their
nests?

Plan
Tools
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Watching a bird nest

What ’s it made of?
How many eggs do they lay?

http://svn.kognitiv.hu/
madarles/leiras

Binoculars
ICT tools

When do they breed?

What colour is the feather?

6-7

Refreshing the
previous knowledge,
collecting
information.

Phylogenesis, and

field work

How big is the body length and
the span?

Anatomical structure.

individual work

What is their main food?

Bird dissection

Where do birds migrate?

Feathers

Classroom

Bird beaks

Birdseed

Bird skeleton

(birdcake)

Internet database

Eagle center:

Ornithological
researches

What feather do they have?

Types and forms of
feathers
Orientation,
developing of
effective individula
work.

Student worksheet

frontal work

Feeding
Updating to our
environment

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=obzcqP8E
DTo

Observation of Seeing,

Feathers in breeding
season.
Migration of birds.

group work

What kind of musculature do
they have?

Feather of the birds
I-III. tasks

National
monitoring of the
population of
eagles

Musculature

Summer camps

Breathing- double lung

Bird trail
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What respiratory system do
they have?
What do you know about the
birds’ double lung?

The importance and the way
of bird ringing.

8-9

Refreshing and
arrangement of the
previous knowledge
Developing the
organizational,
monitoring,
expression
communicative and
presentation skill.

Bird ringing

frontal work

What bird species belong to
the eagles’ relative?

Relatives
Bird species
Observation of the
habitat

individual work

team work

Blood circulation
Reproduction

What birds live on the fields, at
the waterside and in the city?
Why do birds are warmblooded?

group work

What kind of egg shell do they
lay?

field work

What is the connection
between the bird structure and
the flying?

Flying

Captured birds
Internet
Field work

Short films about
imperial eagle
ICT toolsI

Internet
worksheets
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=jRdmdQlzr
QI
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=KA95MaF
nJIg

Students
worksheets:
Beak types of birds
I-II. task

National eagle
days and camps in
the eagle center
Forest birds on the
fields
Water birds on the
waterside
Birds in the city
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ICT tools

10-11

Developing the
science based
research skill.
Information
interpretation.

Recognizing and
comparing the bird
species

individual work
group work
frontal work

Mention at least 5 bird
species.
Compare their body structure
and lifestyle.

Importance of
preserving habitat,
the appreciation of
the values of the
nature

Internet

Students worksheets

Students worksheets

Bird groups
I-II. task

Cards with the
picture of the birds
Photo albums

Digital workface
ICT tools

11-12

Student worksheet

Developing the
science based
research skills.
frontal work
Improving the
cognitive skills:

Habitants and
inhabitants
I-III. task
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comparison,
categorization,

Relationship between
organisms and their
environment.

system approach,
(Analysis of the
relation between
system and
environment)
Developing the 21 st
century skills:
collecting and
transfering data,
interpretation.

Pair work
Team work

What is the connection
between the birds’structure
and their environment?

https://hu.pinterest.co
m/pin/86201780338171
274

3-4 students in a group
Species ( populations)

using computer or
laptop per group

What environment do the
different birds live?

Environmental demands

Internet
How do the living and abiotic
environment influence the
birds?

Characteristics of
habiatat(biotic and
abiotic)

Papers and
drawing tools

Students worksheets
ICT tools

Typical habitats

13-14

Expansion of scientific
litaracy on ecosystem
diversity.
Developing cognitive
skills:
comparison,
categorization,
system thinking.

21 st century skills:
collecting data,

Birds lifestyle,
situational games,
( habitat,feeding,giving
voice, special skills,.
benefits of the birds for
the peopleEcological
importance of birds.
Classification of birds

Studio work

Where do you live?

Students worksheets
are on the
whiteboard.

What do you eat?
Individual work
Pair work

What is your voice like?
What special features do you
have?

Studio discussion:
teacher-student
communication

Student
worksheet:
Observing birds in
nature
I-VI. task

Classroom
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transferring
information,
interpretation.

Group work

Categorization skill

How can you help for the
peple?

reporter- answerer
(birds)

“studio”

How many subclasses do the
birds have?

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=V1jPQfa4
WKg

ICT tools

Monitoring skill,
Orientating skill,
Cooperation skill.
15-19

Monitoring skill,

Observing birds in their
natural environment

categorization skill,

Scientific competence

Cranium types of the
birds.

Birds’ foot structure.

Field work

What kind of skull do the birds
have?
Pairwork

Group work

Types of feathers

Importance of
preserving habitat,
the appreciation of

Observing the migration
routes of birds.

What type of feathers do you
know?

Where and how do they make
sounds?

Making sounds
20

How do they cling with their
feet?

What is bird crop for?

Crop

Students worksheets

Expert’s or ornithologist’s
professional questions

Fieldwork notes

Students worksheets

Monitoring tools:
binoculars,
magnifying glass,
cameras
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=x8D9mVC
hkGM

Individual work
Pair work

Students worksheets

Expert leadership
(An expert who
works in a national
park)
Using the monitoring
tools in small groups.

ICT tools

Students
worksheets
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the values of the
nature
Developing of cognitiv
skills.

Group work
Collecting information
about migration
monitoring.

Frontal work

Do the birds adapt to the
seasons?
Effects of the global biosphere
on the birds

Developing of
Natural phenomena of
emotional intelligence the global biosphere
process.

What route do they migrate?
What influence the bird
migration?

Maps
Internet

Migrating birds
I-II-IV, or I-III-IV tasks
Interactive films

Diagrams
https://madarvonulas.la
p.hu/

Student books
Scientific lexicons

ICT-tools

III. Presenting, evaluating, assessment phase
21

Developing of digital
and creativity skills
Using ICT tools

Presenting and
classification of what
the sudents have
learned.

Individual work
Group work
Team work

What bird species have we
analysed?

Presentations

What feathers do they have?

laptop, tablet,
smart phone

Bird spieces- feathers
22-23

Developing of
performer skill
Developing of
aesthetic
consciousness and
creativity.

Individual work
Group work
Summar evaluation

Team work

What features and habitat
have we examined?
What do the examined birds
eat?
What migration route have we
monitored?

Usage of digital
tools:

Presentations
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=xm7O5v76
DaE

/at least one per a
group/
Drawing tools
Paper
dissemination
Presentation of
student’s works.
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Dissemination
24

Improving the self –
critical thinking.

Assessment of self and
peers

Improving the
conscious learning.

Assessment of individual
development

Written and oral
assessment.( teacher and
student )
Individual work
Pair work
Group work

Presentation of the results

Presentations about
the working results
Publishing the results
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=sZARFboS
vXY

Self and group
assessment
worksheets.

Questionnaire
about the project
work and the
researched
material.
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH REPORTS OF APPLICANTS
1: In your opinion during the project how much was it successful to fulfill the developing requirements of the concept? Which goals could you
fulfill entirely, less or couldn’t? (G = Germany; IS = Iceland; PL = Poland; RO = Romania; SP = Spain; HU = Hungary)
G: To achieve the project, learning situations need to be created that bring the student's presuppositions closer to scientific concepts. The recommended
learning situations are designed to facilitate students' discovery, experience, observation (physical presence), thinking (psychic presence), and mutual
information exchange (teacher / student) processes
IS: The beginning of the preparatory phase was carried out similarly to the project plan and worked very well. It took more time than planned, but it was
worth it. Each of the worksheet has been translated into Icelandic and is as close as possible to the original version, except for the "Birds to be Observed in
Nature". In these cases, we found Icelandic sources and images where needed. Students like to work on linoty as they encourage their imagination and lead
to scientific discussions and thinking.
PL: The objectives were achieved: students learned the source material analysis and environmental observation. They have developed the ability to
formulate conclusions and the cultural manifestations of thinking during the discussions. They have developed their ability to apply new media. They have
improved their presentation skills and self-expression skills as well as their foreign language skills. By working in the team they deepened their
relationships. They showed great interest in the topic provided by the project and discovered their natural environment.
RO: Through subject and subject-related content and activities, the knowledge acquired by the students has improved their communication and learning
abilities. The need for so-called lifelong learning has been established and the skills and abilities were developed. With training content and problem
management, we have prepared children for knowledge to include always changing, changing elements. They practiced individual and community activities
so they became more open to each other. Collaborative learning techniques and ways of learning organized increased the proportion of knowledge-intensive
learning methods (observation, data collection using new information and communication techniques, etc.). It was built for students' curiosity and systematic
knowledge. They got to know the value of their self-worth, and their learning is increasingly based on their individual activity.
SP: This program is very practical because students become more and more involved in the learning process, and as a result, knowledge is more efficient and
easier to integrate. The project helped to strengthen the students' autonomy, the multidisciplinary work of acquiring knowledge, and successfully cooperated
with each other. Its theme was able to promote the remarkable development of student motivation and participation in the activities. Most importantly, the
new methodology of the program package allowed students to understand the logic of the scientific methodology as they created a hypothesis and then
checked, tried it and concluded conclusions.
HU: During the work the responsibility of the students have developed. They have developed their skills in the following areas:
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Experiences, thoughts, information in writing, presentation skills. Scientific research skills: classification, system approach, comparison.
21st century skills: gathering information, interpreting, empowering skills, collaborative skills, digital skills (using ICT tools), and creativity.
Further attention needs to be given to the interpretation of information and the development of the ability to approach multiple approaches. The aesthetic
awareness process is less successful for some of the students, but the project also includes this subject (music, folk art, fairy tale, movement). In the future,
we are planning to spend more extensive time for this area.

2.: In which areas were necessary or desirable to apply different solutions? Please explain the content of these solutions, the justification of the
differences (theme, adaptation to local circumstances, analytical aspects, fieldwork, evaluation procedures, etc.).
GE: At the implementation stage, it became apparent that some of the pilot version developed put too much emphasis on saving and documenting content on
worksheets. It has become clear that recording the results in other ways - eg. exhibitions, poster presentations, PowerPoint presentations - give students more
motivation, so they are more sustainable.
It is important to note that the concept of 24 lessons gives the students sufficient space for creating and demonstrating thoughts and hypotheses. Especially
for younger and disadvantaged students, it is necessary to have sufficient space to be able to draw substantive conclusions from using their various sensory
organs.
The involvement of the experts required by the concept is very useful, as this kind of knowledge prevents the creation of scientifically unfounded ideas.
Students' motivation and excitement are often greatly increased when they are able to participate in a tour and education by an expert. In the final evaluation,
it became clear that more students were interested in bird protection after attending such meetings than before teaching.
The concept of teaching continued to support working and teaching methods, such as using the computer during research work, documentation, teamwork,
independent learning process, thus creating convergence between student assumptions and scientific concepts.
IS: During the preparatory phase of the project, a number of good ideas for art, literature, folk songs and creative work were formulated. We spent more time
than the given time frame. We have decided to spend much more time on our chosen bird, the raven. We got the ideas from the project plan but we have
improved it. Our students created Kahoots in connection with the theme, raven. This theme study was implemented over a 10-day interval of 1, 2 or 3 lessons
in a time frame combining motivational and artistic goals. Translating the time frames of the project plan we think it is advisable to spend at least 2x40
minutes on literature and 2x40 minutes on the folk songs and folk art bird motifs.
We put great emphasis on teamwork during implementation and evaluation. This expectation is also strongly expressed by the pilot project plan. All student
assessments were made in the process of teaching the material, embedded in process. This method may be partly different from the project plan. After
completing the worksheets, we do not measure learners' knowledge. Our focus was on workflows, input and teamwork.
Hungarian or less adequate resources had to be replaced by Icelandic, this adaptation required significant resources but it was successful.
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PL: During the implementation of the tasks, we focused on the Polish bird species. Due to certain natural conditions, students could not fully fulfill their
experiments, observations and tasks (weather conditions). Children benefit from special institutions: Wielkopolska National Park, Ujście Warty National
Park, OTOP. The pilot program was conducted after class or on Saturday, because our school has no curriculum for inserting different programs.
RO: During the preparatory phase, we spent more time adjusting to the tuning of the existing knowledge. We tried to create the optimum atmosphere through
tales, songs, popular children's toys, folk customs and traditions. Then they got specific research tasks that were already done with great effort and fun. They
watched the films with interest, they were searching for information in encyclopedias, on the web, and we could increasingly observe how teamwork was
developed, they complemented each other's work and communicated effectively among themselves. There was also a healthy competition between the teams
when they reported each other and complemented each other's work. The most interesting was bird watching and the summary of experiences.
We have developed and performed 10 input and output measurements; positive displacement was measured.
SP: At the beginning students found difficult to work in groups because they traditionally worked in an individual way. Therefore, it is a particularly important
task for teachers to bring groups to this new form of work to be able to enter the dynamics of the new form of learning.
The teachers themselves needed expert help and preparation because they were not qualified enough in this area. We visited the Ebre delta National Park
where we had the opportunity to directly observe the work of the Ebre delta school specialists. The students were involved in a series of activities in group
work, so for us this experience became a full-fledged learning process.
HU: We differed from the issues concerning the historical era, because in the lower section the subject was superficial, we only examined the questions in the
present. We used the local conditions to investigate the birds. The nearby Sas center provided an opportunity for our field trips Eg. a rare bird cured by the
Sas headquarters was the focus of the observation: the crippling cripple.

3.: What other tools they can contribute to our programme package in order to maintain the students’interest about natural sciences and
establish their carreer?
GE: In our opinion the structure of teaching units should be changed.
The story of birds/writing poetry or painting, creation and modeling impy students’knowledge of the subject. If this stage to be implemented at the beginning, it is fearful
that students will not have the right idea about the bird, and thus can not achieve an effective learning goal (feelings, moods, values).
Without the observations and analysis it is not possible to justify the hypotheses or assumptions set up. Taking into account scientific criteria and working methods this
process can be successful in that case, if the students are able to process properly collected data. In our opinion, it is useful to devote an educational unit to the topic of
"data collection - methodology and forms of representation" prior to the 24-hour teaching program. In particular, disadvantaged students need a lot of time to understand
the measurement units and the relationship between theory and practice.
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To process the subject of data representation, the mathematics seems ideal. In this respect, interdisciplinary lessons can be useful in project implementation.
For the implementation of individual lessons, at the processing stage (altitude, speed, flight time) it turned out that sustainable knowledge can be shaped, if the theoretical
knowledge is linked to the action aspects. This is how we defined the visual profiles based on data collected in relation to height and distance. By vividly depicting the
modeling of elevation, students had the opportunity to interpret the relationship between altitude, wind conditions and flight speed and apply this knowledge in other
areas.
The example has shown that practical training sessions help to interpret the scientific phenomenon. Particular attention should be paid to the design phase (sufficient
time, tools and materials for modeling, etc.)
The teaching unit also assumes that the different forms of teaching (group work, co-operation, thinking-controlling- sharing), as well as working with ICT and presentation
methods (PPT, poster presentations) are known to students. The operating space of the unit does not allow these methods to be introduced.
IS: The program is a good way to break the school year and work differently for two or three weeks. Students appreciate this very much. The emphasis on group work is
important as it prepares students for their future. Cooperation with others is one of the most important things we teach at school. This is very clear in the Icelandic national
curriculum. When developing students' abilities, we have to work flexibly. One of the strengths of the program is that everyone can participate in group work. We have
found that disabled people and autistic students can find their place and role in a group work that is elaborated here with some help, tolerance and flexibility.
If we re-teach this material, it would be interesting to find more links with other topics. An example of this is the correlation between mathematics, geography and
physics with the migration of birds. During the teaching of the material, very strong relationships emerged between art, languages (English, Icelandic) and digital skills
(ICT). In this project, the work process generally confirms the XXI.
PL: The final package has developed scientific skills. In the future, this will affect learners' skills in creating independent research work, creating a database, describing
and presenting a topic. Participation in the groups has drawn pupils' attention to the surrounding nature, raising awareness of the dangers of human activity (eg.: bird
feeding problems). The program can affect the planning of their later professional career.
RO: Excursions, environmental tours: provide opportunities for creative use of knowledge (biological, geographic, ecological, etc.), and further development of
knowledge. For some children, the experience of self-discovery of nature is provided (this is the source of experience for the desire for deeper knowledge and the love of
nature). With children, it realizes what nature means as an economic and an ecological value.
It would also be necessary to set up base sites and organize environmental bird watch camps that would provide a sense of responsibility motivated by environmental
motivation.
SP: The program can help students raise their interest in natural and social sciences, and in the short term, by formulating a hypothesis, deducting conclusions, etc. to
allow them to move forward in the future, and perhaps this new methodology will help to clarify their career goals later on .
Our ultimate software package will surely help our students maintain their interest in science. The most important reasons why we are so sure are:
 The program package encourages children's autonomy. Learn to be competent and solve the challenges that arise.
 Students become active participants in learning. The project suggests that they are controlling their own work while they workIt promotes interdisciplinary work
by enabling the integration of knowledge in different educational areas.
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Teachers and students work together as a team to address the challenges, thereby improving the efficiency of problem solving and helping to organize the tasks.
Students are motivated because this concept and the working method built on it give them the ability to choose what they want to learn. This means that what
they learn is a value for them.
The program helps our students to connect to reality, going beyond technical books or abstract studies. Prepare them for real life.

 Students learn to think about mere memorizing things or replacing mechanical activities.
HU: Under the program, students (due to their cognitive level of development) are required and experienced as a condition for effective learning:
 physical operations with objects;
 experienced, experiential, experiential knowledge;
 activity oriented methods;
 playful tools (including exciting ICT tools);
 their complexity in their creativity and problem analysis ability;
 complex approach of their studies.
Proposal to extend project assets: 3D printing technology also provides an opportunity to develop students' knowledge in teaching nature.
Engaging in 3D technology in classroom use also promotes the development of logical thinking, enhances the learning success experience and arouse interest in learning
the natural sciences.

4.: Suggestions and recommendations for transforming, completing and finalizing the program package.
GE: In our opinion, the ultimate concept helps and supports scientific learning if it offers appropriate suggestions and teaching examples to teachers. However, these
different learning situations must be transferable. To ensure this, the development of "tools" seems to be the most obvious to us. These tools could be based on the
experiences and insights of partner countries with 24 teaching units. When designing tools, the precise structure of the structure is important. It should be well-represented
in the basic way of supporting scientific learning.
Presentation on the Internet should include appropriate teaching examples, experiments and materials, besides describing individual tools. Thus, the presentation
(Internet) may become suitable, for example, for use in teacher training, for university students or teachers who may teach scientific subjects.
If it is possible to modify or supplement the presentation, it would be possible to broaden the tools, guaranteeing their sustainability.
It would be possible to develop an area that gives ideas to students to experiment. Improving the quality increases students' interest in such lessons, so later career choices
can be influenced. In addition, challenging science education supports the basic skills required by the world of work, such as teamwork, self-employment, solution-focused
thinking, creativity, and ability to innovate.
IS: The final version does not have to be so different from the Pilot package. We should not worry about the time limit. We have many great ideas and teachers should be
able to choose between them during the application. This will be the source material from which all of us can work. It is better to have more examples, ideas than less. It
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is important that the tasks are clear and interesting. Otherwise, teachers would not be able to understand and apply them. Every country must devote a lot of work and
ideas to translation and adaptation. In our own language we have to find resources and images that our students can use. It takes time. The final package will hopefully be
available online for teachers. In each country we may consider visiting E-Twinning and other educational websites. Iceland has a national educational website where this
project can be very well publicized.
PL: This is the implementation of a different scientific program in the field of nature observation and related phenomena. The series of activities proposed by the curriculum
is interesting, but needs to be adapted to the reality of a given country.
RO: In the international camps there was a lot of interesting activities where there are many useful materials, games, worksheets, scenes, comics, tales, etc. We have
learned several methods and solutions from each other. The materials and products of these activities would be useful as excipient materials for those who use the
program.
SP: It is important that each school can adjust to its own program to the needs and interests of its students. The theme of birds was a very interesting entry to start
applying the new methodology and it is obvious that it can be extrapolated to other topics that are appealing to students. The fact that students will be able to decide on
their own learning time, the rhythm of their learning makes the program meaningful.
HU: The content structure of the package is good. Well-thought-out, clear goals and concepts, the justification for the project elements can be considered as justified, all
the necessary information is available in the description. During the application process of the tool system, there are many opportunities for the successful and equivalent
work of pupils with special learning needs in learning difficulties. That is why I propose that the concept should emphasize the possibility of integrated, inclusive education,
creating the possibility of consciously involving children in learning in the project.
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SUGGESTIONS
TO TEACHERS AND INSTITUTIONS THAT WANT TO APPLY THE
PROGRAMME PACKAGE
I.

The environmental and institutional conditions of adaptation

Different levels of adaptation can be possible while applying the programme packet. It is
suggested that the institution should involve the project in the pedagogical programme
because the significant part of its goals cannot be reached if it is applied as an out-of-class
activity. Teachers applying the project need to be supported by the staff and the management
because of its human resource needs and intensity.
To ensure the professional application of the programme package we developed a thirty-hour
teacher training program titled ”Application of a research-based, integrated, science learning
programme package for 8-12-year-old students”. It was accredited in Hungary and the
registration number of permission is: OH 575-211/2017
It is important to think of what helping organizations - national parks, foundations, venues
for practical researches - can be involved in the work. Collaboration of outer experts knowing
the theme well, deeply can be the guarantee for the professionalism of field work that is the
essential factor of the project.
II.

Different levels of adaptation can be possible

a) Adaptation of the programme package developed by us and released here. The thematical and
time frames of the 24 lessons with the theme ”birds” in the centre should be followed if
possible and the task sheets and research sheets developed for students can be used. In this
case the ideas, experience of the 6 countries applying this version and the best practices
worked out by them are available. As the cultural, environmental and human resource
conditions of the schools were different there are a lot of possibilities for choosing some
elements applicable well.
b) People applying the project can make changes in the time schedule and the age group while
insisting on the theme „birds”. They make the project plan themselves and change the frames
of the project for ten-fifteen-year-old children with the help of available practices and literacy.
In this case literacy, collection of resources and some institutional best practices are also
available. Collaboration of the teachers teaching the separated science subjects can be a
support. It is necessary to have an integrated approach of science subjects and colleagues
teaching Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Geography must cooperate to reach goals of the
programme package given in the syllabus.
c) It is also possible for the institution and the staff willing to adapt the project to change the
theme. Instead of the theme ”birds” they can choose another representatives of the natural
environment as the base of the research. The project planned with the students together can
be formed according to their interests. The objectives of the research can be e.g. wild forest
animals, farm animals, animals living in the water or even any other different ones coming
from not the circle of fauna. In this case the aspects, methods, usage of the tools, content and
didactical frame of the project scheme work out by us should be followed to make the
development expected by us successful.
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d) Of course it is also a possibility to take only certain moduls, attractive tools used in the field
work or teaching methods out of the programme to make teachers’work more varied, diverse.
In this case the logic and the effect mechanism of the syllabus will not be achieved, adaptation
cannot be talked about, yet we can contribute to make the teaching process more successful.
III.

Minimum conditions

1. In every case it is necessary to insert the IBSL logic given here and the developing procedures
of the learning techniques, skills and abilities shown there. Some essential elements of the
method based on this constructive pedagogical aspect are emphasized here as well:







Steps of the IBSL learning process:
Identification of a problem: helps identifying, simplifying and representing a problem; asking
meaningful questions in relation with it; selecting and constructing methods, tools to solve it
Examining the problem: visualization, preparing graphics, constructing hypotheses, finding
alternative approaches, identifying and setting variables, collecting data in line with the
research plan, making records of the collected data, analysing them, presenting and
evaluating the results, findings.
Elaboration of the solution: constructing hypotheses, finding argument points, testing
hypotheses, generalization and theory creation
Communicating conclusion: presenting and discussing results, evaluation of the effectiveness
of the process, finding links to other problems.
2. Do not miss the preparatory phase. The project should be planned by taking students’ age
features and previous knowledge into consideration and effectively collaborating with them.
All of the schools applying the project stated that involving the folkloristic elements to
deepen the theme, studying tales, legends, myths, folklore, musical pieces and movement
forms provided experiences, which is considered as the strength of the project. It would be
good if the children could not only study the pieces of art but they had chance to create
similar ones. It is essential to form the creativity at this age.
3. It is necessary to practise some of the important mathematical-logical skills and provide
students with knowledge by taking age features into consideration even in the preparatory
phase. They serve the valuable background to do the scientific field work, make the sum up
and conclusions. Collecting data, summing up, making diagrams, creating models are further
examples. Providing the necessary time especially for children with special learning needs is
important.
4. It can be accepted that teachers’ collaboration is needed because of the human resource
needs. It is not enough to form a mentoring team consisting of one or two people,
occasionally representatives of different fields of education have to take part in the work.
5. You must not select among the students of the school. You must choose not only the
motivated children having excellent learning results. When forming groups you must give the
same opportunity for students having learning difficulties to take an equal part.
6. Teamwork is the determining education managing method used during the whole
programme. This is the essential micro collective frame of collaboration, taking
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responsibilities, developing communicative and presenting skills, acceptance and selfesteem. All the six schools of the six countries applying the project mentioned that one of
the determining elements of the success was the well-managed teamwork.
7. It is necessary to use infocommunicative devices (internet, laptop, Ipad, smart phones)
almost continuously. You must provide access to working with them for all the students and
occasionally help how to use them. The major advantage of teamwork is that sharing
knowledge among students in this area is intensive.




These devices are essential for student groups to search literacy, online resources,
relevant, thematical community sites during orientation before the field work.
During observation notes are taken, diagrams, photo and film documents are
prepared. The recorded things experienced by the participants become the primary
resources of summirizing presentations.
Students become motivated to make Kahoot, Linoit, playful games whose usage
deepen to share knowledge among them and their groups. During application more
institutions reported this and let us know some good practical examples.

8. The ways of evaluation should be varied, basically formative. Observation/ evaluation,
feedback during the process is useful, furthermore it also has a great importance in the
presenting, evaluating, assessment phase at the end of the project. It is worth making
attitude measurements at the beginning and end of the project in order to get information
about students’ scientific interests, carrier goals and how committed they are to ecological
sustainability in an indirect way.

Title:

Task type

Feather features
BIRD FEATHERS
Partly structured
IBL

Pedagogical background

Knowing better the bird feathers is essential for the birdwatching on
the fields. This is necessary for children to be able to distinguish the
similar or the different individuals of the species.

Topic

The anatomy and lifestyle of the birds.
Biological diversity of the birds.
Sexual dimorphism.

Key concepts

Feather,feathering,sexual dimorphism

Development aims

Scientific investigation skills: observation
Thinking skills: 21st century skills: system approach
(parts breakdown,function analysis)
Scientific literacy: biological diversity in the world of birds. Aesthetic
and emotional effect of the birds.
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Learning environment

Pair work or groups of 3-4 people
In groups: laptop, tablet, stereo microscope, hand-held magnifying
glass, drawwing papers, coloring pages

Duration (m)

I:45
II:25
III:20
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I. Testing and types of the feather structure
source of information:
in English: http://www.earthlife.net/birds/feathers.html
in Hungarian: lhttp://www.idre.hu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=63:amadarak-tollazata&catid=3&Itemid=17
Some facts about feathers:
1. Feathers are one of the most prominent features of a bird's anatomy, and they are unique to
birds.
2. Every bird has feathers and everything that has feathers is a bird.
3. Feathers provide insulation, this is very important in a warm blooded animal.
4. They allow for flight.
5. Supply the bird with colours allowing for camouflage and secondary sexual characteristics
and sexual display.

Task:
1. Collect different types of feathers
(pigeon feathers from breeders,poultry
feathers or wild bird feathers from
hunters )
2.

Watch the structure of the feathers to
the naked eye and with magnifying
glass or stereo microscope. Make
drawings and take photos.

3. Identify the main parts of the feather
and name these on the drawings.
source: http://www.featheremporium.com/

Questions:
Based on the information and your observation –Answer:
1. What types of feathers are there?

2. What is the function of the diffrent types of feathers?

3. How is the layer of the feather formed?
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II. Bird feathers
source of information:
in English: http://www.earthlife.net/birds/feathers.html
in Hungarian: http://www.diszmadarmagazin.hu/hun/cikk_diszmadar.php?id=180
Birds with colorful feathers (roller,kingfisher,bee-eater,mallards )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDBtDh9Y2as
Feather pattern and color determines the typical
pattern of the species.
Bird species can be identified by their feathers
that is why it is important to pay attention to
details.
Sometimes there are minor differences in
feather between related species or the male and
female birds.

Task:
Watch the video about the colorful birds.
Observe the colorful illustration of the feathers
Watch the typical details,their location and names.
Search specific details on bird photos and name them.

Bird photos:
source: http://www.erdekesvilag.hu/a-vilag-legszebb-madarai/
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Kingfisher

Painted bunting

American kestrel
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title:

Bird footprints
BIRD FOOTPRINT
„Whirling on the duck leg”

Task type

structured
(non-IBL)

Pedagogical background

Besides the beak and the feathers, the leg is one of the most
important body structure of the birds. During the divergent evolution
the bird’s feet deferred to the different kinds of habitat and way of
life very well. Students can make a contract between the birds’ feet
and birds’ species, they can construct their own theories on the
relationship between them. Their task for home offers them a playful
way to get acquainted with the birds and at the same time it leads
them to the planning of scientific studies.

Topic

The anatomy of birds.
The classification of birds.
The connection between body structure and way of life.
The connection between their habitat and environment.
walkway-, running -, flipper-, scratching -, raptorial foot
limb type
Scientific examination skills: observation, planning of observation,
interpretation and explanation
Reflective skills: comparison, classification, system approach (analysis
of the relationship between system and environment)
21st century skills: collecting information, interpretation,
communication
Scientific skills: biological diversity, birds in our environment,
protection of birds

Key concepts
Development aims

Learning environment

Duration (m)

I: pair work or teamwork
II: pair work or individual work at home
a laptop/a tablet for each pair or group
I:7
II:25
III:10 + homework

I. Warming up
With the help of the teacher::
Watch this (English) video below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xz02S-CizAU
Summarize in a few sentences what the video draws the attention to:
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II. Feet and birds
source of pictures: http://www.sciencepartners.info/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/birdfeet2.jpg

The owners of the feet can be seen in the pictures:

Task:
1. Match the feet with the birds!
2. Explain the relationship based on the lifestyle of birds!
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III. Telling footprints
Homework:
Collect footprints!
How can you record the footprints of the birds which have been on your garden and terrace?
Find out a method!
Later you can watch this: You can read some pieces of advice in the page below:
http://www.mme.hu/sherlock-holmes-madarbarat-kertben-4-labnyomok-nyomaban
Be a Footprint Finder:
In the snow:

In the sand:

Make drawings of footprints observed!
Try to observe the bird as well!
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Source of illustration: http://www.animalpicturesociety.com/bird-chart-identification-of-birds-d4a5
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Title:

BIRD WATCHING in NATURE
BIRD WATCHING IN NATURE
Tasks in the field

Task type
Pedagogical background

Topic

Key concepts
Development aims

Learning environment

Duration

Structured / semi-structured
non-IBL, IBL
Within the project studies in the field are the best opportunities for
research-based learning. For this reason the students must have a
background knowledge to organise and do the tasks on their own or
in teamwork with the help of a suitable support (scaffolding). The
preparatory tasks can be done in the previous lessons and in the field.
The tasks are semi-structured so the teachers have the power to
make an agreement with the group and to plan the tasks taking into
account the local specificities.
Combination and changes of biological communities.
Relationship between creatures and their environment.
Behaviour of creatures.
Observation with tools.
Number of individuals, colony, monitoring, ringing birds, capture birds
Scientific examination skills: observation, recording and sharing
information and data, interpretation. Planning scientific analysis.
Reflective skills: comparison, classification
21st century skills: argument, cooperation
Scientific skills: taking diversity of birds into consideration as a value.
Learning environment out of school
Fieldwork in groups, with a leading professional
Recommended group size: 6-8 people
Changeable, 2-4 hours/ occasion on average

I. Warming up
Watch these videos below:
Birdwatching in Őrség National Park:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iszdwp8WtcE
European birdwatching day, 2012. Siófok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3kAnhkwIng
Answer the questions below in team, class:
4. Who organised and why were these bird observations organised?
5. Who could take part in the programme?
6. Do you find the birdwatching programme important? If yes, why?
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II. Observing tools
The most important is a pair of good binoculars, a stereoscopic binocular can be watched by
both eyes. For further distance a more powerful but it can be viewed with one eye "spotting scope"
is recommended. One feature of the binoculars is the diameter of the front lens (objective), it
determines the picture in details.
Another feature is the zooming which can be increased proportionately with the diameter of
the objective. In case of higher zooming the binoculars holding in your hand can be trembling that’s
why the statives are fixed on a tripod. The binoculars are sold in different prices, starters can make
interesting observations using cheap ones.
During the birdwatching observations the binoculars are supplied by the organizers and they are used
sharing with the others.

Binoculars:
Shop: http://tavcso.hu/?o=termek&id=1537
http://tavcso.hu/?o=termek&id=276

Spektives:
Makszutov:
http://www.tavcso-mikroszkop.hu/termekek/binokular
http://www.tavcso-mikroszkop.hu/termekek/spektiv

Photo equipment:
Nowadays everybody has a mobile phone which is used for taking photos.
We can take a very detailed picture using these equipments but they are not
suitable to take a photo of a fast moving bird covering a big distance. Some
cameras can be fitted with telephoto lens which get a "closer look" to record
the desired topic. Zooming depends on the focal distance, with a 200mm
telephoto lens you take a nice bird shots.
For birdwatching in the field these equipents are supplied by the organizers.
compact cameras MILC:
http://www.edigital.hu/Foto-Video-Optika/Fenykepezogep/Cserelheto-objektives-kompakt-(MILC)fenykepezogep-c2428.html
mirrorreflexes cameras:
http://www.edigital.hu/foto-video-optika/fenykepezogep/canon-dslr-c28731.html
http://www.edigital.hu/foto-video-optika/fenykepezogep/nikon-dslr/fenykepezogepc29441.html
Tele objectives:
http://www.edigital.hu/Foto-Video-Optika/Objektiv-es-kiegeszitok/Objektiv/Nikonbajonettel/Zoom-objektiv/Telezoom-objektiv-c717.html
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III. Bird watching
You can take a photo of birds in many different ways but it
requires caution and patience. It is easier if the bird is closer to us
or if we keep the bird which was capture by a net. At this time a
mobile phone is suitable.
source of picture: http://tothkornel.hu/ember-es-termeszet

For more careful and difficult to reach birds you need telephoto
cameras. It is advisable to fix them on a tripod so sharper images can be obtained.
source of picture: http://rockerek.hu/kepek/tagok/d/da/darkprince/0023395.018.jpg

If you want to be more certain, use some kind of covering-up. It can be
camouflage clothing or you can build a covered lurking-place for yourself if
you are professional.

source of pictures: http://www.mme.hu/fotozzunk_-_otletek
http://magyarnarancs.hu/kismagyarorszag/madar-detektivtukorben-82017

Useful tips:
http://www.mme.hu/fotozzunk_-_otletek
The amateur:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoyIoqOLpBc
The professional:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzlHs2OfL2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4BT4kBCT7w

Technical tips for taking pictures:
The camera of the mobile phone is as „smart” as the mobile phone itself. You can’t
make a phone call using the compact camera but the camera will do the most important
settings instead of you. In more severe cameras used for taking photos of birds various
settings can be selected. So the aperture determines the depth of focus, the distance
between layers of sharp near and far field images. The shutter speed helps to record fast
movements. The third point is the light sensitivity which is provided on ISO value. In semidarkness you have to increase its value. The ability to use these kinds of cameras needs a lot
of experience so you should start learning it as soon as possible! 
Let’s take some glimpse to the secrets of the technique:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4BT4kBCT7w
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IV. Bird sounds
Birds are very noisy animals. Almost every bird can
make utterance though not all of them are songbirds.
The bird sound is typical of a bird species and you can
infer to the individual's behaviour from it. They
protect their territory, when they search their pair or
make a warning their sounds can be heard in the
forest or in the park.
source of picture:
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/555631672748369478/

During birdwatching observations listen to the bird sounds carefully!
Sometimes you can hear a choir of birds but if you are lucky, you can catch the special sound of one
species. In the case of a group of birds discordance can be occurred but it contains homogenous, well
recognizable sounds.
The observed bird sounds can be compared to the collections of audio samples so we can identify
the species of the bird.
Collection of bird sounds:
It can be searched by names of species:
http://www.kosztik.hu/content/mad%C3%A1rhangok-gy%C3%BCjtem%C3%A9nye
Illustrated sound storage:
Hungarian:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDP-DIPqBf8
British & European:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1SyluTQfHk

Recording bird sounds
We can record bird sounds and look for the name of the species later. Recording the sounds
– similar to photos – can be done in different quality.
The simplest way is to use mobile phones:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZuZVc-saqI
If you become more skilful, you can create a „professional” bird sound recording machine from a
simple machine:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYLMpHSWo2M
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V. Bird ringing
During birdwatching observations in the field the birds are often captured. It can be done by
different nets, e.g. long-stretchable curtain net , smaller square shaped net can be used for this
purpose. The captured birds are measured in different ways, e.g. their weight, their body length are
recorded. Right sized, easy marking rings are placed to the bird's leg so at the next capture you can
follow where the bird has moved or how it has developed since then. These dates are important for
bird observations (ornithology).
http://www.mme.hu/madargyuruzes_es_madarvonulas-kutatas
„Ringing birds is a method of research which is based on
marking the individuals.
Observing birds marked with numbered rings tells us a lot about
their lives, their movements and migration.
With the help of ringing we get to know where the birds
migrate, their route, their resting and eating
places, where they spend winters, all in all
global network of bird migration all over our
Earth.”

Curtain net installed into coastal thatched edge (source of picture):
http://archiv.magyarszo.com/arhiva/2005/08/11/main.php?l=b6.htm)

Ringing of a raptorial bird in winter (hawk caught in a square
net):
source of picture:
http://archiv.magyarszo.com/arhiva/040121/kozelkep.htm

Bird ringing in the practice:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNYm4OP0RMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lh4jYDHvEew
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VI. Bird monitoring
Bird monitoring programmes in Hungary:
http://www.mme.hu/madarmonitoring
1. Monitoring Everyday Birds (MMM):
http://www.mme.hu/mindennapi-madaraink-monitoringja-mmm
„Before counting birds you will need to spend one day to do a survey of habiatat-maping. At this time
you have to select the 15 monitoring points, mark them or „connect” them to well-recognizable
objects (e.g. in the forest we mark the tree with a sign etc.)”
„In each monitoring point you have 5 minutes to record the species and the number of the
birds which you have heard or seen within 100 metres area. ”
2. Monitoring rare and nesting birds in colonies (RTM):
http://www.mme.hu/ritka-es-telepesen-feszkelo-madarak-monitoringja-rtm
„each day in the field we record the data of the species and their exact place on a separate map
sketch then at the end of the breeding season we summarize them.”
„For all species we have to determine the period when the survey is the best done, when the
breeding activity (singing, bridal, territorial behaviour) is the most intensive. ”
3. Migrating Water Bird Monitoring programme (VVM)
http://www.mme.hu/vonulo-vizimadar-monitoring-program-vvm
„Counting some kinds of birds is impossible during the day. Such as geese and seagulls because
during the day they are often scattered within a radius of 10 km of several feeding areas. These birds
spend the night together, usually far from their feeding territory. It is the best to count them in their
night place.”
„Birds in small groups or alone are counted one by one while big groups are counted by
estimation. Latter group – depending on their size – is divided into smaller groups (fives, tens,
hundreds etc.) This is compared to the size of the entire team from which the total amount is
estimated. „

Pan-European Common Bird Monitoring
http://www.ebcc.info/pecbm.html
PECBMS aims are to:
 collect data on European common bird species from national monitoring schemes and
calculate European common bird indices and indicators
 make European common bird indices and indicators available to the policy makers and
promote then to public too
 in cooperation with scientists, explore the forces driving changes in populations of common
birds in Europe
 assist to national monitoring scheme coordinators with various tasks related to monitoring
methods or data calculation



create and keep active network of national monitoring scheme coordinators and other
experts on monitoring cooperating with the PECBMS project
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VII. Field Diary
We keep a field diary during the observations of birds.
It is easier if it contains charts to be filled.
It can vary depending the place and the purpose of the observation.

1. Monitoring list of individuals (expandable table):
Num- Name of species
ber

Gender
(Class)

male / female

Place of
Observation

Type of habitat
(forest, meadow,
waterfront…)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2. Observing bird groups (colonies, swarms):
Estimating the number of bird groups:
- count 10 birds
- Go on counting in groups of ten
- in case of 50 or 100 birds you can count the group
Num
ber

Place

Time

Type of habitat

Observed bird species
(Types)

Individual
number
(Estimated)

1

2

3
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observer's name:
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Bird Registry Sheet
Fill in the following pages based on the observations made in the field:

Name of species:
A

Time:

B

Location:

C

Type of habitat:

D

Bird’s aliment:
(What does it usually
eat?)
Observed activity:
(What is it doing?)

E

F

External features:
(Feather, beak, foot)

G

Drawings:
(shape or detail)

Gender:

Male /Female

Observer’s name:
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VIII. Summary list of bird species
List of birds observed during the programme, or typical, common species
 Partners can edit during the project
 It contains the most important types of built and lifestyle
Species
Parlagi sas
Aquila heliaca
Egerészölyv
Buteo buteo
Fehér gólya
Ciconia ciconia
Szürke gém
Ardea cinerea
Tőkés réce
Anas platyrhynchos
Nyári lúd
Anser anser
Fekete rigó
Turdus merula
Széncinege
Parus major

Family
Vágómadárfélék
Accipitridae
Vágómadárfélék
Accipitridae
Gólyafélék
Ciconiidae
Gémfélék
Ardeidae
Récefélék
Anatidae
Récefélék
Anatidae
Rigófélék
Turdidae
Cinegefélék
Paridae

Kuvik

Bagolyfélék
Little owl
Strigidae

PL

Récefélék

Barrow's goldeneye

IC

Razorbill

IC

Athene noctua

Izlandi kerceréce
Bucephala islandica
Izlandi alka
Alca torda islandica
Sirályhojsza
Fulmarus glacialis

English name
Eastern
imperial eagle
Common buzzard

Habitat

Country
HU

fields, meadows,
wet areas, forests

HU

White stork

HU

Grey heron
Mallard
(Wild duck)
Greylag goose
Common blackbird

HU
lakes, marshes
HU

Great tit

Anatidae
Alkafélék
Alcidae

Vészmadár
Fulmar
alkatúak
Procellariidae
Sirályok
Black-headed gull
Larus ridibundus
Laridae
Északi búvár
Búvárok
Red-throated diver
Gavia stellata
Gaviidae

IC

IC
IC
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IX. Birds Atlas
During the fieldwork the expert can also help to identify the bird species.
If you would like to do this alone, you will need some kinds of bird’s atlas.
Nowadays the easiest way is to download an application.
More severe determining books can be sold which contain most of the bird species.
Some tips:
Bird identifier:
Merlin ID: 400 North American birds, for free)
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/merlin-bird-id-by-cornell/id773457673?mt=8
Collins (European, for fee):
http://collinsbirdguideapp.com/
Bird atlas (Hungarian):
http://www.mme.hu/madarhatarozo-mobiltelefonos-alkalmazas
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=hu.hps.madarhatarozo_app

Field guides:
1) Kevin T. Karlson, Dale Rosselet: Peterson Reference Guides: Birding by Impression: A Different
Approach to Knowing and Identifying Birds; Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2015
2) Guy Mountfort, P.A.D. Hollum, Roger Tory Peterson: A Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and
Europe
3) K. Mullarney, L. Svensson, D. Zetterström, P. J. Grant: Madárhatározó; Park kiadó, 2015
4) Killian Mullarney, Dan Zetterstrom, Peter J. Grant Lars Svensson: Collins Bird Guide
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BIRDS and BEAKS

Title:

A MADARAK CSŐRTÍPUSAI
A gólya vacsorája
Feladat típus

structured
(structured, non-IBL)

Task type
Pedagógiai háttér

Pedagogical
background

Téma

Topic
Kulcsfogalmak

The students deepened the bird, as the concept of groups of
organisms by the overall analysis of the bird’s body structure and the
way of life.
Examination of the beak types serves to link the construction and
operation, and differentiates the concept of the birds.
The students understand the concept of the environment and living
things, and identify characteristics referring to the adaptation.
Considering the beak structure and operation highlights to the
technical parallels.
The beak, as the typical mouth organ of birds.
Beak types diversity.
Relation to food groups, food intake and physique.
Adaptation to the environment.
Mouth Organ, food groups, nutritional mode, adaptation, evolution.

Key concepts
Fejlesztési célok

Development aims

Tanulási környezet

Learning
environment
Időtartam (p)

Science study skills: Monitoring, information interpretation.
Thinking skills: comparison, classification, analogical thinking, causal
thinking, function analysis, analysis link between system and
environment.
21. century skills: reasoning, cooperation.
Science literacy: view the values of birds diversity.
Students work in pairs or groups of 3-4 people.
A laptop or a tablet required in each group.
2 x 45 sec

Duration (m)
I. Warming-up exercise
Students can watch the video below, then they can talk about the story in a few minutes.
La Fontaine: The Stork and the Fox: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vrEIBSYeQ0
Questions:
1. What kind of food the stork and the fox feed in reality?
2. Can a similar food be in the menu of the two animals?
3. Why is long, pointed beak useful for the stork?
4. How can you imagine this story with other animals?
II. Examination of beak types
Original task: http://www.earthlife.net/birds/bills.html
Some facts about bills:
1. One of the most notable things about birds is their jaws and the fact that they have beaks
properly called a bills.
2. The bird's bill is a remarkably adaptable and useful instrument.
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3. A bird's bill is composed of a number of separate horny plates which are made of a protein
called keratin (the same protein that makes our hair and a rhinoceros' horn).
4. Different shaped bills serve different ecological purposes and are a good indication as to the
bird's feeding habits.
Some species of birds’ characteristic beak type:

1. Task:
1. Watch the beak types shown in figures!
2. Check out the videos shown in the chart of the birds!
3. Discuss, that which bird can feed the following foods what are on the menu!
4. Pair the bird names to the number of the menu names!
Write the solutions into the chart! (One bird can feed more types of foods)
Menu:
1. small invertebrates (e.g. insects, crabs, mussels, snails, leeches)
2. caterpillars, spiders, insect larvaes
3. small insects, worms, algae
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

fruits, nectar, insects, seeds
fish
minor (oil) seeds
hard seeds (e.g. wild cherry, sloe)
pine nuts (from pine-cone)
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Taxonomic name

Hungarian name

Parus caerulus

Kék cinege

Coccothraustes
coccothraustes
Loxia curvirostra

Meggyvágó

Anas acuta

Nyílfarkú réce

Ardea cinerea

Szürke gém

Rhynchops niger

Karibi ollóscsőrű

Platalea leucorodea

Kanalas gém

Numenius phaeopus

Kis póling

Phoenicopterus
ruber
Lorius lory

Karibi flamingó

Philepitta castanea

Bársonypitta

Haliaeetus
leucocephalus

Fehérfejű rétisas

Keresztcsőrű

Feketesapkás lóri

Video

Menu
number

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H
Q7cwRjsH-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14
Bw5jdqsrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TX
huK-cmP8k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gK
U42FkOd2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1H
LWl_XgJhQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fa
WB6Q5Zj3Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJj
zCQssKQ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3A
X_4AKfclQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v
m-YlvNu-Ag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qU
qTm2ji5TM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIc
JMEv8eYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=he
cXupPpE9o

2. Reflection task:
1. Draw up explanation, that why is a beak type suitable for that kind of food consumption?
2. What similarities do you discover with the tools used by humans?

Bird – as I see it
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Collection of tasks
Ideas, suggestions

Classroom tasks
I. Build, shape analysis
WHAT makes a BIRD?
Common features of the build of birds

FEATHER FEATURES
Structural analysis and types of the feather
http://www.earthlife.net/birds/feathers.html
Elements, forms of plumage of birds
Varieties of feathers (male/hen, feather in the mating season, juvenilis/adult, seasonal
change)
Birds with coloured feathers (roller, kingfisher, bee-eater, duck)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDBtDh9Y2as
BEAKS and BIRDS
http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/photo-ark/pictures/flight-birdspictures/#/whooping-crane-1436303_92834_600x450.jpg
Comparison of types of beaks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFZ8NMBDCJw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzHQ5-lYvrk
Ways of nutrition
GROUPS of BIRDS
Diversity of birds, identification of groups
http://www.pbase.com/nihi1/birds&page=all

II. Way of life, motion analysis
HABITATS and INHABITANTS
Youtube videos: Birds in their natural habitat
Birds of water, shores
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MrLA6xTEZXQ&index=112&list=PLwm0D1jWFC0CpIVxUbZMwl
nFFsTVeVvjU
Birds of forests, fields
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbDZ_kjTPOU&index=116&list=PLwm0D1jWFC0CpIVxUbZMwln
FFsTVeVvjU
Birds in urban environment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6U3alFZzfw&list=PLwm0D1jWFC0CpIVxUbZMwlnFFsTVeVvjU
&index=1
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FLYING like a BIRD
Relationship between the build of birds and flying abilities
Comparison, modelling of forms of wings
Way of flight of birds (eagle, falcon, heron …)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6s7EfYpKy0o
BUILD a NEST
Comparison of types of nests
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lneBlxZn6sg
Life-cycles of birds, laying eggs and their incubation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JCSNvoQl20
Offspring care behaviour
BIRD VOICES
Listening to bird voices and their comparison
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rL4Z9d9oObY
Looking for and creating imitative words
http://termeszetbaratikor.network.hu/blog/termeszet-barati-kor-blogja/a-tisza-tomadarvilaga

III. Watching birds, ornithological research
WATCHING BIRDS
Aspects and rules of observation in the field
Tools, methods
RINGS of BIRDS
http://www.mme.hu/madargyuruzes_es_madarvonulas-kutatas
Aims and methods of ornithological researches
Method of bird ringing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhwBDjfWr_M
WORLD of BIRDS – BIRDS of WORLDS
MAP: map, place of spread, migration path …
CALENDAR: calendar, arrival and departure of migratory birds
MIGRATION of BIRDS
Winged migration (Sony Pictiures): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hu6A7-VWHXg
Observation of migration of birds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhwBDjfWr_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kLQ3a6ircU

IV. Protection of birds
BIRDS in DANGER
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Endangering birds and possibilities of protection
http://www.birdlife.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuNnRQNlbfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FgTOe3bxY8
HELP to SURVIVE
http://www.mme.hu/teli_madaretetes
Necessity of bird protection in winter
Dens of birds, types of feeders and their production
Birdseeds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jH0425VzERs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVVaezbrR9w

V. Artistic, creative tasks
BIRD FABLES
Birds in fables, popular characters of animal fables
Hungarian folk tales: The pelican
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8YvV36Y2yvY&list=PLxabnVY97eqoV8gW4Mlb9p4nAyl2Hctkx&i
ndex=60
Characters of birds in fables
NAMES of BIRDS
Collecting interesting names of birds in mother tongue (e.g. gödény for pelican)
„Give a name.” changing names of birds in a playful way
BIRDS in DESIGN
Bird motifs in fine arts
Bird motifs in decorative folk art
Folkweaves:
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/Wv6LFCZuZns/UvDwqhg_RAI/AAAAAAAATBQ/v3Frezas8N4/s1600/D%C3%A9lAlf%C3%B6ldi+sz%C5%B1rh%C3%ADmz%C3%A9s.jpg
http://vilagbiztonsag.hu/keptar/albums/userpics/11255/orig_400_dsc-9376-resize.jpg

BIRDS on PHOTOS
Interesting, excellent photos of birds
Bence Máté’s photos of birds: http://www.matebence.hu/
NatGeo: http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/birds/
BIRDS from PAPER
Making shapes and/or heads of birds with collage technique
Youtube videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7JnUj24-Cs
Making origami birds
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Youtube videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ys9t5IgmkII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqbZnbQgfu0

VI. Roleplays, playful tasks
ASK the BIRDS
https://biomimicry.org/education/?gclid=CjwKEAjwmdu5BRCg1O3atDY0AQSJACKPgRKHxlgby7YPuHXubSdToiZnmGwxp-nz3iuGiVBmA4VUBoCJ-Hw_wcB#.VzdRefmLTDd
In partners, students imagine that they are a bird that they find interesting. Pretend that you (the
teacher) are the host of a new TV talk show called “Ask the Birds,” and invite each pair to appear on
the show, which will “air” in three days. Tell them that they will be interviewed in front of the class,
and assist them in researching their life form in order to prepare for their TV appearance.
(On the day of the interview, set chairs next to the teacher’s desk, and introduce each featured
species with fun and fanfare. For instance, you could have the interviewees wait outside the door, and
then have them enter the “studio” as you play a little bit of the song while the “studio audience”
claps.)
Then you ask each pair of students questions such as:
• Where do you live?
• What do you eat?
• What kind of sounds do you make?
• What are some of your special skills?
• Do you know of a problem that we humans are having that you might help us to solve? How?
• What other things can humans learn from you? Do you do something really well that we humans
aren’t as good at?
After you have modeled this inquiry for them, take the “microphone” into the “audience,” and let
the students ask questions too. Encourage them to imagine questions that are relevant to their own
lives which this species might know about.

Fieldwork tasks
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GROUPS of BIRDS

Title:

A MADARAK CSOPORTJAI

Birds of forests, fields and water
Feladat típus

Semi-structured
IBL

Task type
Pedagógiai háttér

Pedagogical
background

Téma

Topic
Kulcsfogalmak

Key concepts
Fejlesztési célok

Development aims

For the further development of the overall picture of birds can
happen by identifying differences, group creating within the set. It is
possible in a deductive way, when students first establish the exact
terms of the taxonomic groups, then they carry out classifications. The
inductive way of knowledge leads from particular to general, in this
case from the birds to creating groups, then the classification can be
done. It is not the aim of the task to acquiring of taxonomic
knowledge, but the development of thinking skills. Using the method
of artificial systematization, the students will create the groups based
on the information available, later they may harmonize these with the
scientific taxon’s.
The sub-groups within the class of birds
The method of dividing into groups
The birds morphological, lifestyle features
Artificial systematization, evolutionary system (evolution)
The wildlife diversity (biodiversity)
Taxonomic categories (species, genus, family, order, class, tribe)
Science research skills: Monitoring, information interpretation.
Thinking skills: set creating, classification, inductive reasoning, system
approach.
21. century skills: reasoning, cooperation.
Science literacy: recognition of the need for systematization
associated with the diversity of organisms. The wildlife diversity and
unity of approach, establishment of kinship and lineage of

thought.
Tanulási környezet

Learning
environment

Időtartam (p)

Duration (m)

I. Students can work on paper aids, e.g. bird picture depicting cards, or
photo albums. In this work form groups of 3-4 students can work.
II. Recommended digital workspace is the notice board maker „Linoit”
program, what children may already be able to use with appropriate
help. Pair work is recommended for digital tasks.
I:45
II:60
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I. Birds diversity, identifying groups
Information source: http://www.pbase.com/nihi1/birds&page=all
Recommended digital workspace: http://en.linoit.com/
Task:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Compare the bird species described based on the
given informations or other source!
Discuss what kind of physique and lifestyle
characteristics can you identify according to the
pictures!
Create 5 distinctive groups at least, formulate the
common characteristics of these birds!
Classify as many bird species as you can in each
group!
Look for some species, what scientific taxonomic
categories (orders, families) are they classified!

Fill in the following chart based on the previous tasks!

Group name

Common characteristics
Classification criteria

Feature/classified
bird species

Scientific/
taxonomic group

Bird atlas for mobile phone: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=hu.hps.madarhatarozo_app
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HABITATS and INHABITANTS

Title:

ÉLŐHELYEK és LAKÓIK
„Zöld erdőben, zöld mezőben sétál egy madár”
Feladat típus

Structured
(non-IBL)

Task type
Pedagógiai háttér

Pedagogical
background

Téma

Topic
Kulcsfogalmak

Key concepts
Fejlesztési célok

Development aims

Tanulási környezet

Learning
environment
Időtartam (p)

Duration (m)

Birds are one of the best group of fauna what can be observed. Their
species populate a wide variety of habitats. The study of birds gives a
good opportunity to observing and interpreting the relationship
between organisms and their environment. In this age-group and
timeframe, description of the most characteristic habitat types and
the presentation of some typical species of them lay the foundation
for this knowledge. The session prepares the stage for observations to
be carried out, it presents some species, which is likely to meet with
students during a visit to a specific habitat type.
Relationship between organisms and their environment.
Species (populations) environmental requirements.
Characteristics of the habitat (biotic and abiotic).
Typical birds of habitats.
Symbian (ecosystem)
Habitat (habitat)
(Ecological niche)
Scientific research skills:
Thinking skills: comparison, classification, system approach
(link analysis between system and environment)
21st century skills: information gathering, interpretation,
communication
Scientific literacy: the diversity of ecosystems, the importance of
habitats preserving and the value of natural approach.
groups of 3-4 people
computer+projector, or laptop/tablet per group
drawing papers, drawing tools, colourings
I:10
II:30
III:40
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I. Warming up
Listen to the following music:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67J2SLOW2hU
Read the lyrics of the Hungarian folk song:
Zöld erdőben, zöld mezőben sétál egy madár,
Kék a lába, zöld a szárnya, jaj be gyöngyön jár.
Híva engem útitársnak, el is megyek én,
Nincs Erdélyben olyan leány, ki megtartson már.
Jaj, ha elmész, megyek én is.
Hogy ne szánnám galambomat hívségéért is,
Mikor immár halálfia rám nevet mégis.
Questions:
1. How can you imagine the introductory picture of the song?
2. Draw it up or make a draw!
3. Why does the song start with this picture?

II. Habitat types
Watch the videos below:
Birds in urban environment:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6U3alFZzfw&list=PLwm0D1jWFC0CpIVxUbZMwlnFFsT
VeVvjU&index=1
Birds of forests and fields:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbDZ_kjTPOU&index=116&list=PLwm0D1jWFC0CpIVxU
bZMwlnFFsTVeVvjU
Birds of water and shores:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MrLA6xTEZXQ&index=112&list=PLwm0D1jWFC0CpIVxU
bZMwlnFFsTVeVvjU
Task:
Draw up the characteristics of each habitat by the films and your knowledge in the following aspects:
Urban environment
Forests, fields
Water, shores

Hiding

Nesting

Nutrition
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III. Habitats and their birds
Task:
Watch the videos below:
Birds of forest:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Nth0MfMfkQ
Birds of gardens:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGxuC4_vdDw
Birds of waters:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gM7c8qGlEA4
1. Write the name of the bird species to the chart below!
Habitat type

Forest

Garden

Water

Bird species

2. Choose a bird from one of each habitat!
Introduce its appearance and its habitat in a few sentences!
Forest bird: …………………………………………………..

Garden bird: ……………………………………………………

Water bird: ………………………………………………………
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Title:

MIGRATION of BIRDS
VÁNDORMADARAK

„Nagy bánata van a cinegemadárnak. Szeretne elmenni, ő is útra kelni.”

Feladat típus

Semi-structured
Task type
IBL
Pedagógiai háttér
The European way of life for birds to adapt to changes with the
Pedagogical background seasons. This well-known occurence is examined by the students,
partly based on the bird species and the basis of the taken route. The
tools and methods of the ornithological (ornithology) studies appear
in the task. According to information obtained on the migration, the
students are able to locate in their place of residence observable
natural phenomena of global biosphere processes.
Téma
Birds lifestyle, adaptation to environmental changes.
Topic The seasonal cycles of wildlife.
Kulcsfogalmak
migratory bird, migration routes, nesting sites
Key concepts
Fejlesztési célok
Science research skills: data collection, analysis, interpretation
Development aims Thinking skills, 21st century skills: comparison, system approach
(relationship between system and environment)
Scientific literacy: the biosphere unit, relationship between man and
nature, bird protection, time and spatial approach
Tanulási környezet
Pair work or groups of 3-4 people
Learning environment Printed (or digital) Worksheet
Needs per group: laptop/tablet,
Geographic atlas or a wall map of the world (or Google maps)
Időtartam (perc)
I:10
Duration (min) II:15
III:15
IV:20
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I. Warming up
Watch the following video!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SRADZAaGlw
Read the poem by Móra Ferenc:
http://verseskonyv.hu/klasszikus-versek/cinege-cipoje

image source: http://www.ccbbirds.org/what-we-do/research/bird-migration/

Questions:
1. What kind of birds are named in the poem?
2. Why does the tit way of life is different than the other birds in the poem?
3. How does the tit survive the winter?
Watch some details from the film below:
(You can watch the whole film for homework!)
Winged migration (Sony Pictiures): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hu6A7-VWHXg
Write few sentences about how did you like the film!

II. Migratory birds
Questions:
Wathc the following video (in English):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhwBDjfWr_M
1. What does the moving away and arrival of the birds indicate?
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2. How were utilized this observation in ancient times by
humans?

3. What methods are used by researchers to observe
migratory birds?

Another video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kLQ3a6ircU
4. What kind of bird’s migration are shown in the film?

5. When and where do these birds come to the shores of
England?

6. What measurements are carried out by researchers on
birds caught in the net?

III. Migration routes
image source: http://seen-net.eu/gfx/mapa1.bmp

Task:
1. Name the most common departure and arrival
areas of autumn migrations by using the map!

2. Where do birds crossing the Mediterranean Sea
in a large number?

3. What is the farthest distance what migratory
birds do?

4. What dangers lurk in the cost of migrating flock
of birds?

IV. Birds on-line!
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Bird migration on websites:
http://www.ccbbirds.org/what-we-do/research/bird-migration/
Satellite tracking of birds:
http://satellitetracking.eu/inds/showtable
Task:
1. Choose a bid for your database in a few different species!
2. Look at the migration route!
3. Make a chart from the datas!
Name of entity
Species
Summer habitat
(country)

Winter habitat
(country)

4. Compare the length and shapes of lines!
Write some conclusions:
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WHAT makes a BIRD?

Title:

MILYENEK A MADARAK?
The characteristics of the birs’ body structure
Feladat típus

Strukturált / félig strukturált
Task type
Structured / semi-structured

non-IBL
Pedagógiai háttér
According to the consructivist learning theory the knowledge system
Pedagogical background is built from the higher levels of the key concepts towards the details
(deductive). In this topic it means if you want to get know the birds, it
is advisable to begin with the definition of the bird. It is important to
explore what the children know about and think of the birds, what the
definition of birds mean for them. As they have acquired experince
from their everyday lives, these are the basic points of the
cognition(inductive) for them. With highlighting and ranging the
concrete examples they will lead to the abstaction of the birds. This
task will be the starting point of the furher observation, the details
(e.g. types of beak, feather) will be joined to it.

Téma
Topic The classification of the birds into a higher taxonomic categories
(vertebrates).
General characteristics of the class of birds.
Main features of the body structure of birds.
Connection between the body type and lifestyle.
Kulcsfogalmak
Wing, feet, pastern, beak, feather, plumage
Key concepts
Fejlesztési célok
Scientific examinatin skills: observations, information interpretation
Development aims Reflective skills: systems analysis/segmentation, inductive thinking,
creative thinking
21st century skills: argument, cooperation
Scientific literacy: the study and description ot the big classification of
the wildlife
Tanulási környezet
Students work in groups of four
Learning environment A laptop or a tablet for each group
Sheets of paper and drawing tools for each student
Időtartam (p)
min 120 p
Duration (m) I:30, II:15, III:15, IV:15, V:15
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1.

Mit tudunk a madarakról? What do we know about birds?

Feladat forrása (angol nyelvű): Source of the task (English):
file:///C:/Users/Poli/Downloads/penningtonlessons_allmonths.pdf
Megoldások (angol nyelvű): Solutions (English):
http://www.birdsleuth.org/penningtonresources/#introductory-lesson
Feladat:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Az alábbi táblázatban a madarakra vonatkozó állítások olvashatók
A meglévő tudásotok alapján döntsétek el, hogy igazak vagy hamisak.
Jelöljétek válaszaitokat saját táblázatban!
Hasonlítsátok össze a csoporttagok válaszait, vitassátok meg az eltéréseket!
Hozzatok közös döntést a csoporton belül, készítsetek egy közös megoldást!
Ellenőrizzétek a válaszokat!

In this chart below you can read statements in connection with birds
Decide whether they are true or false using your current knowledge
Mark your answers in the table
Compare the answers of the group members and have an argument on the division
Make a decision within the group, create a final solution
Evaluate your answers

Állítások
Basic statements

Igaz /
Hamis

I /H
True or
False

T/F
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
5

Csak a madaraknak vannak tollaik
Minden madár tud repülni
Minden madárnak két szárnya van
A madarak képesek az elvesztett, sérült tollaik pótlására
A madaraknak vékony, de erős csontozata van, ez teszi lehetővé a repülést
A madaraknak gyenge a látásuk
A madarak szívverése lassabb, mint az embereké
Minden madár rak tojásokat
A legtöbb madár férgekkel táplálkozik
Minden madár képes énekelni
További állítások
Challenging Statements
Minden madár vándorol
A madarak gerinces állatok
A madarak melegvérűek, testhőmérsékletük szabályozott
Minden madárfióka pehelytollas
Bizonyos fajoknál a hím és a tojó madár kinézete eltérő

Basic Statements
1. Birds are the only living animals that have feathers.
2. All birds fly.
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3. All birds have two wings.
4. Birds lose and replace their worn or damaged feathers.
5. All birds have thick, heavy bones that provide the structure they need to fly.
6. Birds have poor eyesight.
7. Birds have heartbeats that are slower than humans.
8. All birds lay eggs.
9. Most birds eat worms.
10. All birds sing.
Challenging Statements
1. All birds migrate.
2. Birds are vertebrate animals.
3. All birds are warm blooded.
4. All baby birds hatch covered in downy feathers.
5. Male and female birds of some species look different.
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